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ABSTRACT

ASPECTS OF THE BEHAVIOR, ECOLOGY, AND EVOLUTION
OF A BRACONID PARASITOID

SEPTEMBER 2001
MARK S. SISTERSON, B.S., COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY
M.S., NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Anne L. Averill

Insects pass through several life-stages during development and, ultimately,
individuals interact within populations. My research focused on the immature and adult
stages of parasitoids. A final study considered the interactions of parasitoids with their
hosts at the metapopulation level.
To complete development the host of an immature parasitoid must survive until
the parasitoid is ready to pupate. Parastized hosts may be at a competitive disadvantage,
when competing with unparasitized individuals, because parasitism influences aspects of
host behavior and development. I investigated the factors influencing the survival of
parasitized hosts (hence parasitoids) when hosts compete for resources. I found that
Acrobasis vaccinii parasitized by Phanerotoma franklini were at a competitive
disadvantage compared to unparasitized A. vaccinii. I then sampled wild bogs to
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determine if competitive interactions occur in the field. My findings indicated that local
densities of insects were high and that resources may be limiting in local areas. Finally, I
developed an individual-based model to examine how resource limitation and parasitism
rate influence the level of mortality caused by competition. The model suggested that the
parasitism rate and level of resource availability interact to determine the level of
mortality experienced by parasitized and unparasitized larvae.
Next, I examined the adult food foraging behavior of P. franklini. I determined
that adult feeding significantly influenced adult lifespan and increased egg maturation.
Subsequent studies found that the food sources used by this parasitoid were likely to be
located in close vicinity to hosts and that substances leached to the surface of cranberry
foliage may be a primary food source for the parasitoid. Feeding on leached substances
did not reduce foraging efficiency in later laboratory tests.
I constructed a deterministic real-number model and a stochastic individual-based
model to examine the role of space in the evolution of host resistance and parasitoid
virulence. The individual-based model demonstrated substantial structuring of resistance
traits in space when the movement rate of the host and parasitoid was low, while the
deterministic model did not. I suggest that the inclusion of stochastic movement and
extinction in the individual-based model resulted in the structuring of resistance traits in
space. Consequently, the extinction of parasitoids in patches was common, and resulted
in periods of selection against resistance.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The interaction of parasitoids and their hosts has received considerable attention,
because parasitoid-host systems have many features that make them amenable to testing
ecological and evolutionary theory. Likewise, parasitoids are the subject of extensive
research in the field of biological control.
Parasitoids, like all insects, must pass through several life stages. However,
during the immature stages, the survival of the parasitoid is dependent upon its host and,
unlike true parasites, parasitoids eventually kill their hosts. Hosts are not defenseless and
can mount an immune response in an attempt to encapsulate the parasitoid egg when
attacked (Fleming 1992). To compromise the host’s immune system, parasitoids inject
factors into the host during oviposition. These factors differ among groups of wasps and
include polydnavirus, venoms, and ovarian proteins (Webb 1998). These factors
influence the development of the host and a commonly observed side effect of parasitism
is a decrease in growth rate and precocious metamorphosis (Jones and Wache 1998).
However, genetic variation in the ability of hosts to encapsulate parasitoid eggs has been
documented (Fellowes et al. 1999). Therefore, coevolution may occur in parasitoid-host
systems (Kraaijeveld et al. 1998). The coevolution of hosts and their parasitoids is the
subject of chapter 4.
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Relatively little research has been conducted that examines the effects of
parasitism on the survival of the host and hence the parasitoid. It has been hypothesized
that parasites (parasitoids and true parasites) may be able to regulate the behavior of their
hosts to their benefit (Fritz 1982). One example concerns the interactions of Aphidius
nigripes, a parasitoid that attacks the potato aphid, Macrosiphum euphorbiae (Brodeur
and McNeil 1992). Parasitized aphids were commonly found on the upper surfaces of
leaves, while unparasitized aphids were more commonly located on the lower surfaces of
leaves. Hyperparasitism rates were demonstrated to be lower on the upper surfaces of
leaves and the authors suggested that the parasitoid regulates the behavior of the host to
prevent hyperparasitism, although their work has been criticized by some (Chow and
Mackauer 1999).
Alternatively, parasitized individuals may be able to increase their fitness by
altering their behavior. This may be accomplished by increasing fitness directly or
indirectly (Horton and Moore 1993). The first hypothesis, which increases fitness
directly, involves a behavioral fever. The ability of insects to encapsulate parasitoid eggs
is often related to temperature. Karban (1998) suggested that caterpillars parasitized by a
tachnid fly preferentially seek elevated locations where temperatures are high. However,
evidence that a behavioral fever in this system increases the rate of parasitoid egg
encapsulation was not demonstrated. Alternatively, parasitized hosts can gain inclusive
fitness by engaging in behaviors that increase their chance of mortality. The adaptive
suicide hypothesis requires that hosts live in groups of closely related individuals and that
a parasitoid that emerges from a host within this group would be likely to attack other
members of the group. Under these restrictive assumptions, if a parasitized insect were to
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“commit suicide,” it would gain inclusive fitness by increasing the fitness of its kin
(McAllister and Roitberg 1987). This theory has been examined in a single system, the
pea aphid (Acyrthosiphon pisum) (McAllister and Roitberg 1987), and has received its
share of criticism (Tomlinson 1987).
The survival of immature parasitoids when hosts compete or are cannibalistic is
the subject of the first chapter. Reed et al. (1996) reports that parasitized individuals are
more often victims of cannibalism than unparasitized individuals. This concept has also
received attention in a theoretical paper by Bernstein (1986). The Bernstein model found
that the population dynamics of host and parasitoid were influenced by the inclusion of
terms in the model for two types of competition, namely scramble and contest.
Successful parasitism leads to the emergence of a new adult parasitoid. Research
on adult parasitoids has focused on host foraging behavior (Jervis and Kidd 1996).
However, adult parasitoids must also forage for food in order to sustain longevity and, in
some cases, to aid in egg maturation (Sirot & Bernstein 1996, Jervis and Kidd 1996).
Compared to host foraging, this area has received considerably less attention and is the
subject of chapter 3. Prior research in this area has focused on parasitoids that host feed
(e.g. Heimpel et al. 1998, Heimpel and Rosenheim 1995). For these parasitoids, each host
represents not only an opportunity to oviposit, but also an opportunity to feed. As each
«

host can only be used as food or as an oviposition site, the choice to oviposit or to feed
represents a balance between investing in future reproduction at a cost to immediate
fitness (Heimpel and Rosenheim 1995). Alternatively, the food foraging behavior of
parasitoids that feed on plant-derived foods, such as pollen or nectar, has received less
attention.

3

Host-parasitoid relationships have been the subject of numerous modeling
endeavors. Early models focused on understanding the factors associated with stability of
host-parasitoid systems (Bernstein 2000). Variation in parasitoid attack rate and the
presence of invulnerable host stage, among a number of other factors, were found to
increase stability. More recent models examined the role of space in increasing the
persistence of the host and parasitoid over time (Hassell et al. 1991, Comins et al. 1992).
The spatially extended models also discovered the existence of emergent spatial patterns
of host and parasitoid abundance. These patterns include spatial chaos and spirals
(Hassell et al. 1991, Comins et al. 1992). Several papers have considered the importance
of spirals to ecology and evolution (Boerlijst & Hogeweg. 1991, Boerlijst et al. 1993,
Rohani et al. 1997). Chapter 4 explores a spatially explicit population dynamics model
that has been extended to examine the coevolution of hosts and parasitoids.
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CHAPTER 2

THE ROLE OF PARASITOIDS IN MODULATING THE COST OF INTRASPECIFIC
COMPETITION BETWEEN THEIR HOSTS

Abstract
The influence of P. franklini parasitism on the competitive interactions of A.
vaccinii was investigated. We determined the influence of parasitism on larval
development and found that parasitized larvae were smaller. We then investigated the
importance of larval size on the ability of a larva to compete for a discrete resource unit
(a cranberry). Size was an important factor in determining the winner of a competitive
interaction. Therefore, we conclude that parasitized larvae are at a competitive
disadvantage due to their small size. We went on to investigate the potential influence of
parasitism on the competitive dynamics of this system at the population level. We first
determined the extent to which resources may be limiting within a local area in the field.
We found that ~25 % of larvae were in samples where competition may occur. We then
estimated the mortality that may be experienced by larvae in the field by constructing an
individual-based model. The model suggests that parasitism rate and resource availability
will interact to determine the overall mortality experienced. As the parasitism rate
increases mortality that occurs as a result of competition decreases, because parasitized
larvae consume less food. Predictably, as insect density increases, mortality that occurs as
a result of competition increases. To validate our model we then conducted a controlled
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laboratory test to specifically examine the effects of parasitism and resource availability
on competition. However, one of the shortcomings of the model is that it assumes a fixed
resource availability, which our sampling shows to be variable in space. Therefore, we
conducted our laboratory test in a manner that will allow us to estimate the probability
that larvae may move away from areas were conspecifics are present. The qualitative
results of our laboratory study support our contention that parasitism rate will influence
competitive dynamics. We conclude that both the parasitoid and host population
dynamics will be impacted by competition.

Introduction
The importance of competition as a density dependent mechanism influencing the
population dynamics and distribution of many animal species is well established (Brown
and Bowers 1985, Grant and Schulter 1984). However, for phytophagous insects,
Hairston et al. (1960) proposed that food was rarely a limiting factor and that natural
enemies were more important in regulating phytophagous insect populations than
competition for food. This viewpoint received considerable support (e.g. Lawton and
Strong 1981, Strong 1984). However, many recent papers have revived the potential
importance of resource competition in insect ecology (e.g. Damman 1993, Denno et al.
1995, Hunter etal. 1997).
Parasitoids are important natural enemies of many phytophagous insects and the
survival of immature parasitoids is entirely dependent upon their host. The competitive
ability of the host is likely to be influenced by parasitism as parasitoids have been
demonstrated to affect crucial aspects of the behavior, development, and physiology of
their hosts (e.g. Brodeur and McNeil 1989, Horton and Moore 1993, Pivnick 1993, Jones
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and Wache 1998). True-parasites (a true parasite is a parasite that does not necessarily
kill its host) have already been shown to influence the competitive dynamics of their
hosts (e.g. Park 1948, Washburn et al. 1991, Yan and Stevens 1995). However, for
parasitoids only a single study has documented such an influence. Reed et al. (1996)
found that cannibalism rates of parasitized and unparasitized Plodia interpunctella were
asymmetric and that larvae parasitized by Venturia canescens were more susceptible to
cannibalism than unparasitized larvae.
Theoretical models suggest that asymmetries in the competitive ability of
parasitized and unparasitized insects can have profound effects on the population
dynamics of the host and parasitoid (Bernstein 1986, Reed et al. 1996). In general,
models of host-parasitoid population dynamics that include a term for density
dependence assume the density-dependent population regulation occurs prior to or in the
absence of parasitism (Hassell 1978, Bernstein 1986). If competitive interactions
comprise interactions between parasitized and unparasitized conspecifics, and if
parasitism status influences the competitive ability of an insect, this assumption is
misleading. However, because competitive interactions between parasitized and
unparasitized conspecifics have rarely been studied in empirical tests, this assumption has
rarely been questioned (but see Reed et al. 1996).
We studied the parasitoid Phanerotoma franklini Gahan and its host Acrobasis
vaccinii Riley (the cranberry fruitworm). P. franklini attacks the egg stage of its host, but
does not emerge until the host pupates. Therefore, the immature parasitoid resides within
its host during the host’s entire larval life cycle. Larvae of the host feed on cranberries
and other Vaccinium species, consuming several berries during development (Averill and
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Sylvia 1998). Observations of larvae in the field suggest that local densities of larvae are
often high promoting competition for berries (Franklin 1948). Preliminary studies found
the following: 1) larvae do not discriminate between infested and uninfested berries when
choosing a new berry, 2) larvae vigorously defend berries from conspecifics, and 3) the
ability of a larva to defend a berry may be size dependent (Averill, unpublished data).
Body size has frequently been found to be an important determinant in the competitive
interactions of insects (Rothschild 1971, Rathcke 1976, Stiling and Strong 1983, Denno
et al. 1995, Boots 1998, Chapman et al. 1999) and a common result of parasitism is a
reduction in growth rate (Jones and Lewis 1971, Guillot and Vinson 1972, Hawlitzky and
Boulay 1986). Therefore, we hypothesize that A. vaccinii parasitized by P. franklini will
be at a competitive disadvantage compared to unparasitized A. vaccinii due to decreased
growth rate.
There are two potential costs to losing a competitive interaction in this system.
First, because cranberry fruitworm larvae are internal fruit feeders it is likely that they are
protected from natural enemies and the environment while feeding. A structural refuge
such as that provided by the berry has been shown to greatly reduce natural enemy
attacks in other systems (e.g. Damman 1987, Sisterson and Gould 1999). Therefore, the
loss of a competitive interaction will require movement out of the refuge to a new berry,
thereby increasing the chances of mortality. A second potential cost to losing a
competitive interaction may be that one larva may kill the other larva; in this case,
cannibalism results in a nutritional reward for the winner.
Our study was structured into two sections. First, we examined the effects of
parasitism at the individual level by specifically determining the effects of parasitism on
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growth, consumption and competitive ability of A. vaccinii larvae. We then examined the
frequency of competition in the field and estimated the population level consequences of
parasitism rate and resource availability on survival of parasitized and unparasitized A.
vaccinnl. This was accomplished by constructing an individual-based model
parameterized with our laboratory data. Then, to validate our model, we determined if the
main effect observed in the model could be observed in a controlled laboratory test. We
then discuss the effects observed in the model as a general rule for the influence of
parasitism on the competitive interactions of phytophagous insects.

General Methods
In August of 1998, we collected berries infested with late instar A. vaccinii larvae
at cultivated, wild, and abandoned cranberry bogs in eastern Massachusetts. The infested
berries were placed in potting flats lined with sand where the larvae continued to feed.
Upon reaching the final instar, larvae moved into the sand and formed hibemacula.
Hibernacula were collected and sorted by size, as the smaller hibemacula (< 6.5 mm in
length) were likely to be parasitized by P. franklini (Sisterson, unpublished data). To
inhibit development of mold, all hibemacula were topically treated with Captan ® (NTrichloromethylthio-4 Cyclohexene-1,2-Dicarboximide) and then stored at -10° C in
moistened peat moss until they were needed for experiments.
Groups of -500 hibemacula were removed from storage and placed in a 25 cm x
25 cm x 25 cm Plexiglas cage, along with a source of water and a honey solution. The
cages were held at -24° C under a 12 h: 12 h photoperiod. Once moths began to emerge,
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cranberry foliage bearing berries was placed into the cage to provide an oviposition
substrate. New foliage with berries was provided daily.
To obtain parasitized and unparasitized larvae to use in tests we collected A.
vaccinii eggs daily from each cage and split them into two groups. We placed one group
in a 15 cm x 20 cm x 15 cm Plexiglas cage containing 2-4 female P. franklini and the
other in a similar cage with no parasitoids. After 48 h, we removed the cranberries from
each cage. Cranberries containing A. vaccinii eggs were placed in 30 ml plastic cups
along with ~5 fresh cranberries or blueberries, depending upon which fruit was more
seasonally abundant. To assure that there was only one larva per cup, we checked each
berry for entrance holes created by neonate larvae shortly after egg hatch. If there was
more than one berry with an entrance hole, the berries were separated and placed into
individual cups. Larvae were then reared until they were ready for experiments.

Part I: Individual Interactions
Methods
Development We compared the development of parasitized and unparasitized A.
vaccinii. To accomplish this larvae were reared individually in 30 ml cups on cranberries.
Cups were held at 26.5° C and a photoperiod of 14L:10D. Cups containing parasitized
and unparasitized eggs from the same mating cage and egg collection date were held in
random positions on the same cafeteria tray. Larvae were examined twelve days after
oviposition and once a week thereafter to determine the head capsule size category and
weight of each larva. Head capsule sizes of larvae were categorized as small, average, or
large for a particular instar (Table 1). Two weeks after egg hatch, moistened sand was
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placed in the bottom of the cups to provide a substrate for hibemacula formation. During
this period, cups were checked daily for hibemacula, at which point the length of time
from egg deposition to hibemacula formation was recorded. The hibemacula were
opened and again for each larva the head capsule width and weight were recorded (n = 25
parasitized; n = 39 unparasitized). All larvae were then dissected to insure that parasitism
designations were correct.
Two sided t tests were conducted to compare the mean number of days until
hibemacula formation and to compare the mean weights on each day of measurement.
Head capsule size categories of parasitized and unparasitized larvae were also compared
using a Chi square test of homogeneity. Head capsule categories were collapsed to ensure
that the minimum cell value was five (SAS Institute 1997).

Consumption. In order to examine the local level of resource limitation in later
studies we needed estimates of the amount of food required by a larva. One potential
measure may be the number of berries consumed by a larva. However, this may depend
upon the size of the berries. As berry size varies seasonally and among genotypes of
cranberry, merely counting the number of berries consumed may be an inaccurate
measure of consumption. Therefore, we determined if there was a relationship between
the number of berries eaten by a larva and berry volume. If such a relationship exists, it
may be more accurate to calculate consumption in units of berry volumes rather than the
number of berries consumed.
To accomplish this, parasitized and unparasitized larvae were reared singly in 30
ml cups on cranberries (n = 30 unparasitized; n = 30 parasitized). Cups were provided
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with either small or large berries so that there was variation in the average berry size in
all cups. When larvae had completed development, we determined the diameter of each
consumed berry and used this to determine the volume of each berry (volume = 4/3 n r3).
We then regressed the mean volume of the consumed berries against the total
number of berries consumed to determine the relationship between berry size and the
number of berries consumed. Next, we compared the mean total volume of berry
consumed by parasitized and unparasitized larvae using a paired t-test. We determined
the total volume of berry consumed by summing the volumes of all consumed berries.

Competition Tests. In order to determine the effect of larval size and parasitism
state on the outcome of a competitive interaction, we examined the ability of a larva to
defend a berry from a conspecific based upon their relative size and parasitism status. For
these tests, we used 13 cm diameter cages with a 13 cm depth and third through fifth
instar larvae. The bottom of the cage was lined with sand, into which a water pick
containing a cranberry upright (vertical shoot) with a single berry was placed. The first
larva introduced into the bioassay arena, the resident, was allowed to establish within the
berry. An hour after the resident had completely entered the berry, a second larva was
introduced onto the upright, the intruder. To differentiate between the intruder and
resident we used a permanent marker to make different color dots on the back of each
larva. If the intruder did not locate the berry within an hour of being introduced into the
bioassay arena, it was manually placed onto the berry. The interaction that occurred
between the two larvae was then observed. There were four potential outcomes of this
interaction and the scoring of the test is denoted in parentheses: 1) the intruder would
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interact with the resident and the intruder would leave the berry (winner resident), 2) the
intruder would interact with the resident and then the resident would leave the berry
(winner intruder), 3) the intruder would enter the berry and be killed by the resident
(winner resident), or 4) the intruder would enter the berry and kill the resident (winner
intruder). In the cases were one of the larvae left the berry, tests were continued until the
dispersing larva left the cranberry upright. At the end of each test, both larvae were
dissected to insure that parasitism designations were correct and their head capsules were
measured to determine instar.
For these tests, we scored the number of residents that successfully defended their
berry for various size and parasitism combinations. We used three possible size
groupings: 1) the resident was 1-2 instars smaller than the intruder, 2) the resident was
the same instar as the intruder and 3) the resident was 1-2 instars larger than the intruder.
Tests were also grouped as to the parasitism state of the resident or intruder. All possible
parasitism and size groupings were completed.
We analyzed these data using logistic regression (JMP stats, SAS Institute 1997)
looking specifically at the effect of parasitism state of the intruder and the relative size of
the resident to the intruder on the ability of a larva to successfully defend a berry. The
logistic regression procedure results in an odds ratio for each parameter that is interpreted
as the odds of winning the interaction with a one-unit change in the parameter. Therefore,
the odds ratio for parasitism status of the intruder will tell us the relative odds of a
resident successfully defending a berry from a parasitized larva relative to the odds of the
resident successfully defending the berry if the intruder was unparasitized. However,
nominal or ordinal-scaled variables that have more than two states require coding with
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design variables (Hosmer and Lemeshow 1989). In our case, to test the effect of size we
used two design variables. First, we used a design variable that determined the relative
odds of a resident winning a competitive interaction if it was smaller than the intruder
relative to if it was of equal size to the intruder. Likewise, we also have a design variable
that determines the relative odds of a resident winning a competitive interaction if it was
larger than the intruder relative to if the resident was of equal size to the intruder.

Results
Development. The head capsule widths of unparasitized larvae were significantly
'y

larger than those of parasitized larvae on all measurement days (day 12 % = 15.92, df=
3, P = 0.0012; day 19 %2 = 36.59, df = 2, P = 0.0001; larvae in hibemacula %2 = 60.10, df
= 3, P = 0.0001)(Fig. 2.1). The weights of unparasitized larvae were also significantly
greater than those for parasitized larvae on each day measured (day It — 3.046, df = 62, P
= 0.0034; day 14 t- 5.413, df = 62, P = 0.0001; larvae in hibemacula t = 16.298, df = 62,
P = 0.000 l)(Fig. 2.2 A-B). The number of days required for larvae to complete
development was not significantly different for parasitized and unparasitized individuals
(mean ± SEM: unparasitized 24.74 ± 1.78; parasitized 24.32 ± 1.87; t = 0.914, df = 62, P
= 0.3643).

Consumption. There was a significant negative relationship between the number
of berries consumed by a larva and the mean volume of the consumed berries. This
relationship was significant for parasitized (df = 1, 28, F = 20.24, P < 0.001) and
unparasitized larvae (df = 1, 28, F = 9.307, P = 0.005) (Fig. 2.2 E-F). The mean volume
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of berry consumed by the parasitized (mean ± SEM: 1032.47 mm2 ± 55.32 mm2) and
unparasitized (mean ± SEM; 1959.36 mm2 ± 122.25 mm2) larvae was also significantly
different (df = 58, t = 6.91, P < 0.001).

Competition Tests. For parasitized residents, relative size to the intruder and
parasitism status of the intruder were both significant in the logistic regression model
(Table 2.2, Fig. 2.3 A). However, we were unable to include the design variable for the
case when the resident was larger than the intruder owing to the fact that in this case, the
resident always won (23 trials). This results in a univariate point estimate for the odds
ratio of either zero or infinity and creates a number of undesirable statistical problems. In
cases such as this it is recommended that the term is either dropped from the model or
that the variable is recoded as a continuous variable and the design variables are not used
(Hosmer and Lemeshow 1989). Due to the interpretability of the odds ratio we opted to
drop the term. The relative odds of a parasitized resident successfully winning a
competitive interaction when it is smaller than the intruder relative to when the resident is
of equal size to the intruder is 0.261 (Table 2.2 A). Therefore, there is a 3.83 (1/0.261 =
3.83) times greater chance that a resident that is smaller than the intruder will lose a
competitive interaction relative to if the resident was of equal size to the intruder.
Likewise, a parasitized resident has a 4.4 times better chance of winning the competitive
interaction if the intruder is parasitized relative to if the intruder is unparasitized (Table
2.2 A).
For the case when the resident was unparasitized, only size was significant. This
suggests that unparasitized larvae defend berries equally well from parasitized and
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unparasitized conspecifics (Fig. 2.3 B). The relative odds of an unparasitized resident
successfully winning a competitive interaction when it is smaller than the intruder
relative to when the resident is of equal size to the intruder is 0.12 (Table 2.2 B).
Therefore, there is an 8.3 (1/0.12 = 8.3) times greater chance that a resident that is smaller
than the intruder will lose a competitive interaction relative to if the resident was of equal
size to the intruder. Further, an unparasitized resident that is larger than the intruder has a
9.93 times better chance of winning a competitive interaction relative to a resident of
equal size to the intruder (Table 2.2 B).
When intruders were larger or smaller than the residents, parasitized and
unparasitized residents performed equally well. This extended to their susceptibility to
cannibalism. During these tests, 30 % of residents that were smaller than the intruder and
had lost the competitive interaction were cannibalized regardless of parasitism
designation (20 out of 67 trials). However, when the resident and intruder were of equal
size, unparasitized larvae were more successful at defending their berry from an
unparasitized intruder (%2 = 4.57, df = 1, P = 0.001)(Fig. 2.3), and were more susceptible
to cannibalism than unparasitized residents. Approximately 30% of parasitized residents
that were of equal size to the intruder and had lost the competitive interaction were
cannibalized (4 out of 13 trials), while only 11% of unparasitized residents that were of
equal size and had lost the competitive interaction were cannibalized (1 out of 9 trials).

Part II: Population Level Consequences
As parasitized larvae are on average smaller than unparasitized larvae and size is
an important factor in determining the winner of a competitive interaction, we conclude
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that parasitized larvae are at a competitive disadvantage. In this section we will examine
the population level consequences of this phenomenon. First, we sampled wild cranberry
bogs to determine the extent to which competition may occur in the field by determining
the level of local resource limitation. We then estimated the mortality that may occur as a
result of competition by developing an individual-based model parameterized with our
laboratory data from the previous section. Subsequently, we conducted a study to
determine if the major effects observed in the model could be replicated in a controlled
experiment.

Methods
Field Sampling. To examine the extent to which competition may occur in the
field we sampled three wild bogs in Truro, Massachusetts. Our sampling scheme allowed
us to estimate the level of resource limitation within a local area. Sampling consisted of
collecting berries within a 214-cm area. Within this area we estimated the amount of
resource available by determining the total volume of berries available. Then for the
larvae found within that area, we estimated the volume of berries required for them to
complete development. By comparing the estimate of resource availability to the amount
of resource required by the larvae within the local area, we could determine whether
resources may be limiting within the local area. For this, we used the ratio of the amount
of resource available divided by the amount of resource required. Values less than one
suggest that resources were limiting in the local area and hence, competition is probable.
However, in order for competition to occur multiple larvae must be present within a
sample. Therefore, when values were less than one, a larva may fall into one of two
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I
potential conditions. First, a larva may be in a local area where resources are limiting but
competition will not occur because it is the only larva in the local area (resource
limitation). Alternatively, a larva may be in an area where resources are limiting and
other larvae are present and thus may be in a situation were competition could occur
(competition). Values greater than one suggest that resources are abundant in the local
area and hence, competition unlikely. We use this standardized measure of resource
availability throughout the rest of this paper. However, for graphs that include an axis for
parasitism rate, we calculate this ratio assuming that all larvae are unparasitized. This is
necessary if we wish to view the influence of parasitism on competition.
Previous reports of larval abundance in cranberry bogs suggest that densities of
larvae are higher on the edge of bogs compared to the middle (Averill and Sylvia 1998).
A strong edge effect resulting in high densities of insects in particular areas of the bog
will increase the likelihood of competition. Therefore, we sampled the bogs throughout
the season to get a representation of the density of larvae throughout the bog (middle
samples), and then, to determine if there is an edge effect, we specifically sampled the
edges of bogs as well (edge samples).
Bogs were sampled by tossing a ring with a 16.5 cm diameter and collecting the
berries found within the ring. For the middle samples we walked a transect through the
center of each bog, while for the edge samples we walked the circumference of the bog
and exclusively took samples from the edge of the bog. We defined the depth of the edge
of the bog as 1 m. Middle samples were collected throughout the summer (July 13, 2000;
July 20, 2000; July 27, 2000; August 3, 2000; August 10, 2000; August 17, 2000) while
edge samples were only collected on August 10, 2000 and August 17, 2000 at two of the
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sites (sites 1 and 3). At site 1 and site 2 we collected a total of 30 samples on each visit
(except for July 13, 2000 when we collected 15), and for site 3 we collected 40 samples
on each visit (except for July 13, 2000 when we collected 30 samples). In the laboratory,
we determined the number of berries in each sample and classified them according to size
(size 1, < 3 mm in diameter; size 2, > 3 mm and < 5 mm in diameter; size 3, > 5mm and
< 8 mm in diameter; size 4, > 8mm and <12 mm in diameter; size 5, > 12 mm in
diameter) and damage state. We also determined the number of larvae and the number of
viable eggs in each sample. All larvae were then dissected to determine their parasitism
status.
To determine the amount of resource available within a local area we assumed
that berries were spheres and that within each size category the mean berry diameter was
the mean of a given category’s boundaries and that the berries examined were normally
distributed within that size range. Therefore, we estimated the available berry volume
within a local area by multiplying the number of berries in each size category by the
mean volume of berries of that size, and summing over all sizes.
Then, to determine the amount of resource required by larvae within a local area,
we multiplied the number of unparasitized larvae by the mean volume of berry consumed
by an unparasitized larva, and added this to the product of the number of parasitized
larvae and the mean volume of berry consumed by a parasitized larva. While we did
determine the number of viable eggs within the local area, we did not include this into
our estimation of resource requirement for two reasons. First, there is evidence that egg to
first instar mortality may be quite high, and second, parasitism status of eggs was
unknown. Therefore, we feel our estimation of resource requirement is conservative.
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To determine the extent of the edge effect at each site, using a paired t-test, we
compared the mean proportion of berry volume damaged per sample, and the mean
number of larvae per sample, between the edge and middle of bogs. Then, to examine the
extent to which competition may occur, we compared the proportion of samples
containing at least two larvae that were in conditions where competition might occur for
the edge and the middle using Wilcoxon’s Rank Sum test.

Simulation Model. We developed an individual orientated model to examine how
parasitism rate and insect density may influence the level of mortality experienced by the
host and parasitoid populations as a result of competition. Competition-related mortality
may come in one of two forms: 1) a larva may be cannibalized after losing a competitive
interaction or 2) a larva may die while moving between berries after losing a competitive
interaction. The model incorporates the laboratory data on the development rate,
consumption, competitive ability, and cannibalism rates of parasitized and unparasitized
larvae.
The model tracks the fate of individuals and allows for the occurrence of random
events. For example, when a larva moves between two berries, there was a chance that
the larva will die from exposure to natural enemies or the environment. We determined
the outcome of all random events by the following protocol. When a random event is
called for, we generated a random number between 0 and 1. We then compared the
random number to the probability of the event occurring. If the random number is less
than the probability that the event would occur, the event occurs. However, if the random
number is greater then the probability that the event would occur, the event does not
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occur. As random events occur throughout the steps in the model, two runs of the model
under the same parameter settings would not produce identical results. However, if we
ran the model several times, we could determine the mean outcome and obtain a measure
of variance.
The model ran in discrete steps that were measured as days. Each day, there are
two important steps in the model. The first step is that a certain number of eggs are laid.
The second step is that the larvae grow and feed each day. The total number of eggs laid
is fixed for all runs at one thousand. Each day, a proportion of those eggs are laid, and the
eggs are laid in a normal distribution over a designated period of days. To accomplish
this, we used the binomial distribution with p set to 0.5, n set to the desired width of the
distribution (in days), and Y set to equal the number of days that have passed since the
start of the model. Therefore, the proportion of the one thousand eggs laid each day is
determined by:
(eq.1)

n\
Y\{n-Y)\

p\\-P)

n-Y

The eggs are then assigned randomly to a berry and a fixed proportion is parasitized.
The total number of berries available in the model is variable as is their volume.
We manipulated the number of berries available to achieve the desired infestation level.
We fixed the diameter of berries at 10 mm, as this was the mean of the most common
size category of berry in our field samples. The volume of the berries is then determined
by 4/3 n r3. When larvae feed upon berries, the consumed volume is subtracted from the
total berry volume.
The second part of the model concerns the development and feeding of the larvae
(Fig 2.4). During the growth tests, we determined the final weight of parasitized and
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unparasitized larvae. We also determined the volume of berry that each must consume to
complete development. Therefore, if we assume a constant conversion of food into
weight, we can estimate the volume of berry that a larva will eat each day based upon the
amount of weight we expect it to gain each day. Weight gain per day can be estimated by
the derivative of the regression equation of the weight of larvae over time where x equals
the age of the larva (in days) (Fig. 2 A-B):
dx
(eq. 2) Unparasitized larvae —= O.OOOlx-0.0004
dy
dx
Parasitized larvae — = 0.00004x- 0.00004
dy
The volume of berry that must be consumed by a larva to gain that amount of weight can
be determined by multiplying the amount of weight the larvae is expected to gain by the
ratio of the total volume of food that a larva must consume to complete development and
the total amount of weight a larva must gain to complete development:
f
^)\ TY • i i
Total volume that must be consumed
(eq. 3) Weight larvae will gam *Final larval weight
7

Each larva begins life on a berry, and we first determine the volume of berry that each
larva will consume on that day using eq. 2 & 3. We then compare the volume of berry
that it will consume to the volume of that the berry the larva is on. If the volume of the
current berry exceeds the volume of berry that the larva will eat, the larva consumes that
volume and it is subtracted from the volume of the berry. If the volume of the berry is
less than the volume required by the larva, the larva eats the remaining volume and then
moves to a new berry. As there is no spatial component to this model, a new berry is
chosen at random. When a larva leaves the refuge of a berry there is a probability that it
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will die while moving. As this probability is unknown, we ran the model using several
different values for this parameter to determine its influence on the results. If the new
berry is unoccupied, we again determine the amount of berry volume still required by that
larva (adjusted for by any feeding that took place in the previous berry) and, if the
volume is sufficient, the larva feeds and does not move again until the next day. If the
volume is insufficient, the larva feeds and then moves to another berry, with the cycle
continuing until it has consumed its entire meal. Finally, larvae complete development
upon reaching a minimum size (head capsule width; unparasitized, 1.10; parasitized,
0.86) and age (25 days).
For the case when a larva moves to a new berry and it is occupied, a competitive
interaction takes place. First, the instars of the two larvae are determined by their weight.
For this we used the regression equation of the weight of larvae against their head capsule
width (Fig. 2 C-D):
(eq. 4) Unparasitized head capsule width = -2867.9weight + 117.52weight
Parasitized head capsule width = -8595.59weight2+ 179.56weight
As the regression equation reaches a maximum and then declines at high larval weights,
the maximum head capsule size is assigned to larvae that have weights above this
maximum. The head capsule widths and the parasitism states are then used to determine
the probability that the resident larva will successfully defend its berry. For this, we use
the probabilities determined during the competition tests (Fig. 3). Next, we determine if
the winner cannibalizes the loser and again, this probability was determined from our
laboratory data (see competition test results). If the losing larva is not cannibalized, it
moves to a new berry; however if it is cannibalized, its weight is converted back to berry
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volumes and added to the volume of the berry. Therefore, our model includes a
nutritional benefit of cannibalism.
The model was run for one generation and at the end of the generation, we could
determine the number of larvae that successfully completed development and the
proportion that died during development. We kept track of competition-related mortality
and total mortality of parasitized and unparasitized larvae. We define competition-related
mortality as the mortality incurred as a result of one larva killing another and mortality
caused by increased movement between berries as a result of losing a competitive
interaction. We define total mortality as all of the possible mortality sources within the
model. For parasitoids, this includes all competition-related mortality, and the mortality
associated with moving between berries. For hosts, this includes all competition-related
mortality, the mortality associated with moving between berries, and the mortality caused
by being parasitized by P. franklini (recall that all larvae start life unparasitized). We
completed thirty runs for each set of parameters to get a mean and a measure of variance.

Results
Field Sampling. Examination of the edge versus the middle of a bog showed that
there was a greater proportion of damaged berries on the edge of sites 1 and site 3
compared to the middle (site 1, df = 157, t = 4.24, P < 0.001; site 2, df=103, t = 3.26, P
= 0.002) while the average number of larvae per sample was greater on the edge in site 3
(df = 137, t = 3.85, P < 0.001), but not significantly different at site 1 (df = 110, t = -1.3,
P = 0.196). Again, the median level of resource limitation was significantly greater on the
edge of site 3 compared to the middle (z = -2.51, P < 0.001), while the median level of
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resource limitation on the edge and middle of site 1 was not significantly (z = 0.718, P =
0.236)(Fig. 2.5).
The density of larvae and the parasitism rates for all samples containing at least
two larvae are displayed in Fig. 2.6 A. We constructed the axis in a way that allows the
field sampling data to be comparable to our model data. Therefore, we measure insect
density as the ratio of available resource to the amount of resource required. For this
graph resource requirement is calculated by assuming that all larvae are unparasitized.
This will allow us to view the effects of parasitism.

Simulation Model. There are several important trends to observe in our model.
The first is that at all larval densities, as parasitism increases, the level of competitionrelated mortality decreases for both parasitized and unparasitized larvae (Fig. 2.6). This
occurs because a parasitized larva consumes approximately half the food of an
unparasitized larva. Therefore, as the parasitism rate increases, food becomes less of a
limiting factor. Predictably, at all parasitism levels, competition-related mortality
increases with increasing insect density.
This overall pattern remains robust as the width of the egg-laying distribution and
the probability of a larva dying when moving between berries changes. Increasing the
width of the egg-laying distribution increases the age heterogeneity and decreases
mortality. While an increase in the probability of a larva dying when moving between
berries decreases the overall competition related-mortality despite increasing the costs of
losing a competitive interaction. This occurs because all larvae must move between
berries at some point during their life. Therefore, if the probability of dying while moving
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is high, many larvae will die when routinely moving between berries, thereby reducing
the population density.

Methods
Testing Simulation Predictions. We tested the prediction that the parasitism rate
modulates the intensity of competition. The study consisted of examining the number of
individuals that were able to complete development in an arena where resource
availability and parasitism rate are fixed. However, as larval densities are spatially
heterogeneous, larvae may frequently move out of areas where there is a high density of
conspecifics and/or low resource availability. Therefore, we conducted our study in a
manner that would enable us to estimate the rate at which larvae may emigrate from areas
of low resource availability and/or presence of conspecifics. However, conducting the
study in this manner will make direct comparisons with our model difficult as the model
assumes a closed system, while our study will be an open system. This is a necessary
trade-off as larval movement is a critical component to understanding the risk of
competition in this system.
To include movement, the test was conducted using arenas with open tops. The
arenas had a 13 cm diameter and a 13 cm depth. Each arena was placed into a large ring
that contained water that acted as a moat (diameter of ring =16 cm, depth of ring =1.3
cm) to trap emigrating larvae. Soap was added to the water in the moat to decrease the
surface tension and aid in preventing the larvae from crossing the barrier. Preliminary
tests of our barrier allowed us to reclaim 90-100% of the insects in the arena.
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The experiment was conducted in a factorial fashion using two different berry
densities and three different parasitism rates. Each arena received two larvae and all
larvae within a block came from the same egg collection. There were three possible
parasitism levels: 0, 50, and 100 percent. Larvae were placed into arenas with either a
high resource availability (8 berries) or a low resource availability (4 berries). Due to the
potential interaction between berry size and consumption we used only berries that
ranged between 8 mm and 1.2 mm in diameter. A total of 30 replicates was conducted.
For this test we used ~10 day old larvae that were obtained as described under
general methods. At this point, the larvae were either late 2nd or early 3rd instars. We used
larvae of this age as opposed to neonates, because survival of first instars is often low.
The larvae were placed onto berries and after they entered the berries, infested berries
were introduced into the arena. The cages were lined with sand to provide a substrate
within which mature larvae could form hibemacula. Moats were checked daily for the
presence of larvae and the number of eaten berries in the arena at that time was recorded.
This allowed us to determine if larvae move only after all the food in the local area was
consumed.
At the end of the test, all recovered larvae were dissected to determine their
parasitism state and their size. To collect hibemacula in the cage, the sand on the bottom
of the cage was sifted. The larvae were removed from the hibemacula, weighed, and then
dissected. By taking the weight of the individuals we were also be able to examine the
effects of density on the final weight gain of the larvae. For many insects, there is a
relationship between size and fitness (e.g. Visser 1994, Ellers et al., 1998), so these data
will allow us to determine if there are other subtle effects of competition.
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For the analysis, we dropped observations that came from arenas in which we
found evidence that both larvae had died shortly after introduction into the arena (37 out
of 180 trials) or if the parasitism designations were incorrect (12 out of 180 trials). We
analyzed the data by first testing for an overall treatment effect on the mean number of
hibemacula collected per arena, the mean number of larvae collected in the moat per
arena (emigrants), and the total number of larvae (emigrants + hibemacula) collected per
arena using a chi-square test of homogeneity. We then specifically examined the effect of
density and parasitism on the mean number of hibemacula collected in each arena, the
mean number of emigrants per arena, and the total number of larvae recaptured
(hibemacula + emigrants) per arena using a chi-square test. Then we compared the
weights of larvae in hibemacula collected in each treatment using ANOVA followed by
Tukey’s LSD.
Finally, we also re-ran our model under the conditions denoted in the experiment
so that we could qualitatively compare the empirical test results to the predictions of the
model. Therefore, the model was mn with two larvae of the same age and either four or
eight berries and the three different parasitism rates. In the model, we could estimate the
expected mean number of hibemacula per arena. However, because the model assumes a
closed system we cannot directly estimate the average number of emigrants. Therefore, to
estimate the expected mean number of emigrants per arena we must assume that larvae
will only emigrate after all of the food in the arena is consumed. If we make this
assumption we can then calculate the number of emigrants in the model by determining
the mean number of larvae per simulation that were still alive but had not completed
development after all of the food within the model had been consumed. Finally, adding
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the expected number of hibernacula to the expected number of emigrants allowed us to
estimate the total number of larvae that should be collected per arena.

Results
Testing Simulation Predictions. The mean number of hibernacula collected in
each arena for all treatments was close to the a = 0.05 level (%2 = 17.84, df = 10, P =
0.0576)(Fig. 2.7 B). Parasitism significantly affected the number of hibernacula collected
in each arena (%2 = 14.726, df = 4, P = 0.0055), while density did not affect the number of
hibernacula that were collected (%2 = 0.819, df = 2, P = 0.6641). There was also a
significant effect of treatment on the mean number of larvae emigrating from an arena (%2
= 18.31, df = 10, P = 0.050)(Fig. 2.7 D). In this case, parasitism significantly reduced the
number of individuals emigrating (%2 = 15.079, df = 4, P = 0.0045), while density did not
significantly affect the number of individuals emigrating (%2 = 0.529, df = 2, P = 0.7676).
Finally, treatment did not significantly affect the total number of individuals collected in
all treatments (hibernacula + emigrants) (%2 = 2.916, df = 6, P = 0.7130)(Fig. 2.7 F).
There was a significant treatment effect on the weight of unparasitized
hibernacula (df = 3, 44, F = 2.89, P = 0.046). While the weights increase with increasing
resource availability in the arena, only the two most extreme values were significantly
different (Table 2.3). There was no significant effect of treatment on the weight of
parasitized hibernacula (df = 3, 47, F = 2.18, P = 0.102). The number of berries
consumed in an arena on the days that larvae emigrated was significantly different in the
treatments (unparasitized, df = 3, 47, F = 18.53, P < 0.001; parasitized, df = 3, 28, F =
5.86, P = 0.03l)(Table 2.3).
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Discussion
Local parasitism rates were variable supporting our contention that competitive
interactions in the field occur between parasitized and unparasitized conspecifics.
Cranberry fruitworm parasitized by P. franklini are at a competitive disadvantage due to a
decrease in their growth rate and the importance of size in determining the winner of a
competitive interaction. As a result, mortality of parasitized hosts via cannibalism or
increased movement outside of the berry refuge will result in the death of the developing
parasitoid. However, the frequency of competitive interactions and the likelihood that
interactions occur between individuals with different parasitism designations is
dependent upon the parasitism rate. As parasitized individuals require fewer resources the
frequency of competitive interactions declines with the parasitism rate. Likewise, the
probability that an interaction will occur between an unparasitized and parasitized
individual also declines with the parasitism rate. We will first discuss the results of the
work in our system and then discuss the potential generalizations that can be made.

The P. franklini - A. vaccinii system
Our laboratory study supports the model prediction that an increase in the
parasitism rate will result in an increase in the number of larvae that can be supported on
a fixed amount of resource, but failed to show an effect of resource availability on the
number of hibemacula collected per arena. There are several potential hypotheses to
explain why we did not find an effect of resource availability on the number of
hibemacula collected (Fig. 2.7 A & B). First, the model assumes that the final weight a
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larva achieves is fixed. However, in the empirical test, there was a significant effect of
treatment on the final weight of unparasitized larvae, and the weights decreased with
increasing resource limitation (Table 2.3). The same trend appeared for the final weight
of parasitized larvae, but was not significant (Table 2.3). Therefore, attainment of final
larval weight appears plastic and suggests that if resources are limiting, larvae may
initiate hibemacula formation earlier than at times when resources are abundant, a factor
that our model does not account for. As for many insects, there is a correlation between
size and egg load this may represent another cost of competition.
Another potential source of discrepancy between our model and the laboratory
test is that our model assumed a closed system, while the empirical test was conducted as
an open system. Therefore, the mean number of hibernacula collected in each arena
during our empirical test may have mirrored the results of the model more closely if we
had used arenas with closed lids. For example, had there been lids on the arenas, the
individuals that emigrated from the low resource treatment would have been more likely
to starve to death than the individuals in the high density treatment, because the number
of uneaten berries remaining in the arena after the larvae had emigrated was greater in the
high resource availability treatment. To illustrate this, examine Fig. 2.7 G. In this figure
we assumed that there was a sufficient amount of food for the emigrating larvae in the
high resource treatment to have completed development if there was a lid on the cage
(~2.5 berries still available, see Table 2.3), but not enough food in the low resource
arenas for the emigrants to have completed development if there was a lid on the cage (<
1 berry still available, see Table 2.3). Under these assumptions, the results of the
experiment become much more similar to the results of the model (compare Fig. 2.7 A
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and G). Likewise, the empirical test may have also mirrored the model more closely had
the larvae in the empirical test only moved after all of the food was consumed in the
arena. This would occur as the model calculated the number of emigrants by assuming
that larvae would only emigrate after all of the food in the arena had been consumed.
Applying the results of the model to reality requires considering the assumptions
made in the model and how they are violated in reality. In the model we fixed resource
availability and the parasitism rate to examine the influence of these factors on survival.
However, our field sampling demonstrated that resource availability is spatially variable
as is the parasitism rate. Therefore, the model explains how resource availability and
parasitism rate influence the occurrence of competition, but it cannot be used to predict
the likelihood of mortality for any given larva in the field, because each larva has the
potential to move and may therefore experience a wide range of resource availabilities
over time. Due to this assumption, the model is likely overestimate mortality. However, it
is generally hypothesized that larger larvae will be able to travel greater distances
(Reavey 1993). Therefore, small larvae may be unable to leave their local area and will
be required to deal with local conditions. Likewise, competitive interactions are initiated
by the intruder, therefore larvae that are residents in their first berry are likely to be
unaware of the local density of conspecifics. During our laboratory test movement of the
larvae outside of the experimental arena required that they attempt to cross a water
barrier, which always resulted in mortality of the larvae. Despite this larvae still
attempted to cross the barrier, suggesting that larvae will move despite the potential for
high costs.
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If a larva moves in a random direction, they may move to an area where resources
are more, less, or equally abundant. Therefore, movement out of the local area may not
always result in a larva arriving to a location where competition is less likely to occur. If
our field samples provide an accurate representation of the local conditions that a larva
may move to, the probability that a larva will move to a location where competition
might occur is the proportion of samples where the addition of another larva into that
sample results in a larval density where competition may occur. We estimated this using
our field sampling data from August 10, 2000 and August 17, 2000 using samples taken
from the edge and middle of bogs. Prior to moving, 22 % of larvae collected from the
edge of site 1, 37% of larvae collected from the middle of site 1, 25 % of all larvae
collected from the edge of site 3, and 15 % of all larvae collected from the middle of site
3 were in samples where resources were limiting and other larvae were present. To
determine the probability that a moving larva will arrive in an area that competition will
occur, we assumed that the larvae is unparasitized and moves as a neonate. Under this
assumption movement into 27% of the edge samples from site 1, 30% of the middle
samples from site 1, 38% of the edge samples from site 3, and 27% of the middle samples
from site 3 will result in a situation where competition may occur. These values
represent the maximum chances of a larva arriving at an area where competition may
occur and will decrease as the size of the moving larva increases, because consumption
after moving will decrease.

Generalizations to other systems
Our results are likely to extend to other systems, because the fundamental
components of the interactions that we examined occur in many other systems. First,
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larval size has been demonstrated to be an important factor in determining the winner of
aggressive competitive interactions (intra- and interspecific) in several other insect
systems. In all of these systems, the larger individuals had an advantage (e.g. Rothschild
1971, Rathcke 1976, Stiling and Strong 1983, Semlitsch and West 1988, Denno et al.
1995, Boots 1998, Chapman et al. 1999). Also, a decrease in the size of parasitized
insects has been commonly observed (e.g. Jones and Lewis 1971, Guillot and Vinson
1972, Vinson 1972, Hawlitzky and Boulay 1986, Gupta and Ferkovich 1998, Jones and
Wache 1998), as has a decrease in consumption (e.g. Senthamizheselvan and
Muthukrishnan 1989, Muthukrishnan and Senthamizhselvan 1990, van Loon et al. 2000).
Due to the common occurrence of these phenomena, generalizations may be drawn from
our results.
Competition may be classified as one of two types, contest or scramble. The
influence of parasitism on growth has its strongest influence on contest competition,
while a decrease in consumption influences the occurrence of scramble competition. The
potential influence of the two effects on survival may also be opposite. For instance, in
systems in which contest competition is the dominant form, a decrease in growth rate due
to parasitism will result in parasitized individuals being at a competitive disadvantage.
Alternatively, if the dominant type of competition is scramble a decrease in the amount of
food an organism requires may potentially increase the likelihood of survival. Likewise,
when both forms of competition occur in a single system the expected results may be
counterintuitive.
Interactions such as the ones we have described will be strongest in systems in
which resource units are discrete and spaced sufficiently far apart that individuals cannot
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move among them and will be most common when insects densities are high. As for most
species abundance varies over space and time, there will also be an important temporal
and spatial component to these interactions. These interactions may also be observed in
systems where cannibalism rates are high regardless of resource availability.
We will illustrate several examples to demonstrate the common occurrence of the
features we have discussed. However, our examples do not represent an exhaustive
search. It should also be noted that studies of both the developmental effects of parasitism
and of competition in insects have been studied in detail in only a few model systems,
therefore the occurrence of reliable research on pairs of hosts and parasitoids that have
these features is somewhat limited.
The com earworm, Heliocoverpa zea, has been commonly reported to be
cannibalistic and engage in contest competition when feeding on corn ears. Generally,
only one larva is found per ear of com despite a sufficient amount of food being available
for more than one larva to complete development (Wiseman and McMillan 1969, Joyner
and Gould 1985). Several parasitoids attack H. zea such as Microplitis croceipes.
Examination of the influence of parasitism on the development of H. zea parasitized by
M. croceipes has shown that there is a marked decrease in the growth rate of parasitized
individuals (Jones and Lewis 1971, Gupta and Ferkovich 1998). Therefore, if size is an
important component of competitive ability parasitized individuals will be at a
competitive disadvantage.
Genetic variability among populations of the tobacco budworm, Heliothis
virescens, in cannibalistic tendencies has been demonstrated (Gould et al. 1980). A
number of parasitoids attack H. virescens including Campoletis sonorensis, Chelonus
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insularis, and Cardiochiles nigriceps. All three parasitoids decrease the growth rate of
their host (Vinson 1970, Vinson 1972, Vinson et al. 1979, Abies and Vinson 1981). If
size is important in determining the winner of a cannibalistic interaction parasitized
individuals will be at a competitive disadvantage.
Field tests have demonstrated that cannibalism occurs during the intraspecific
interactions of the fall army worm, Spodoptera frugiperda (Raffa 1987, Chapman et al.
2000). The fall armyworm is attacked by Chelonus insularis. Several Chelonus sp. have
been demonstrated to reduce the growth rate of their host (Pfister-Wilhelm and Lanzrein
1996, Grossniklaus-Burgin 1998). Likewise, size has been shown to be an important
factor in determining the winner of cannibalistic interactions in the laboratory (Chapman
et al. 1999). Therefore, it is likely that parasitized individuals will be at a competitive
disadvantage during intraspecifc interactions.
Intraspecific competition among larvae of the apple maggot fly, Rhagoletis
pomenella, has been demonstrated (Averill and Prokopy 1987). Competition in this
system ranges from contest to scramble depending upon the host plant species and the
density of larvae within a fruit. Intraspecific competition and parasitism have been
hypothesized to be an important component of host race formation in this species (Feder
1995, Feder et al. 1995). Limited information on the two main parasitoids, Opius lectus
and Biosteres melleus, exists. However, Feder et al. (1995) reported that the body mass of
parasitized R. pomenella was 22% lower than that of unparasitized individuals,
suggesting that consumption by parasitized larvae is decreased. Therefore, at high
parasitism rates fruit may be able to sustain a greater number of larvae than would be
predicted in the absence of parasitism.
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Our final example concerns the intraspecific interactions of Drosophila
melanogaster. Competition has been shown to occur in the field often resulting in a
smaller body size (Atkinson 1979). Two parasitoids attack D. melanogaster, they are
Asobara tabida and Leptopilina boulardi (Wajnberg et al. 1985, Fellowes et al. 1998).
The influence of parasitism on the competitive dynamics of this system is likely to be
complex. First, parasitoid resistance (the ability to encapsulate a parasitoid egg and hence
survive parasitism) has been documented in this system (Kraaijeveld and Godfray 1999)
and resistance traits are correlated with a decrease in competitive ability (Kraaijeveld and
Godfray 1997, Fellowes et al. 1998). The decrease in competitive ability is attributed to a
slower feeding rate (Fellowes et al. 1999). Likewise, rates of successful parasitism have
been shown to be inversely density dependent, and it is hypothesized that larvae held at
high densities are stressed making it easier for a parasitoid to overcome the host’s defense
(Wajnberg et al. 1985). We found no references concerning the physiological effects of
these parasitoids on their host. However, Green et al. (2000) in a study examining the role
of competition in maintaining the polymorphism in parasitoid resistance in this system
hypothesized that parasitized larvae were weak competitors compared to unparasitized
larvae. Therefore, understanding the role of parasitism on competition in this system is
important to understanding the nature of these evolutionary interactions.

Conclusion
We conclude with emphasizing two main points. First, parasitoids are dependent
upon their hosts to complete development. Therefore, we concur with Reed et al. (1996)
that intraspecific interactions of the host may result in parasitoid mortality. Likewise,
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competitive interactions in many species of herbivores are likely to occur between
parasitized and unparastized individuals and a consideration of the physiological effects
of parasitism on competitive ability needs to be undertaken. The inclusion of parasitism
in the competitive dynamics of many herbivores will influence the survival of
unparasitized and parasitized hosts. For instance, when parasitism rates are high
unparasitized individuals will be competitively superior and therefore the survival rate of
the few individuals that avoided parasitism may be much higher than expected.
For several decades a debate has continued regarding the relative importance of
top down and bottom up forces, each side with their advocates. A review by Hunter and
Price (1992) suggests that consideration of both forces is important. We concur with this
idea and suggest that parasitoids, a top down force, may also be influenced by bottom up
forces (i.e. the hosts competition for resources). As a result, divorcing the two concepts
may be impossible.
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Table 2.1. Head capsule size categories used in development study. Head capsule sizes
are those determined for A. vaccinii in a previous study (Maxwell and Morgan 1951).
Larvae were categorized as either being small, average, or large for a particular instar.
First
small
average
large

0.15 mm
0.18 mm
0.24 mm

Second
small
average
large

0.34 mm
0.43 mm
0.49 mm

Third
small
average
large

0.54 mm
0.63 mm
0.73 mm

Fourth
small
average
large

0.78 mm
0.86 mm
0.97 mm

Fifth
small
average
large

1.02 mm
1.08 mm
1.26 mm
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Table 2.2. Results of the logistic regression analysis on the probability of a larva
successfully defending a berry from a conspecific depending upon relative size and
parasitism status. A) Resident was a parasitized larva, B) resident was an unparasitized
larva. The odds ratio represents the relative odds of winning a competitive interaction
with a single unit increment in the parameter.
A) Parasitized Resident
Model
Diff
Full
Reduced
n = 84

-log likelihood
12.363
60.03
72.39

Parameter ’Estimates
estimate
Term
0.080
Intercept
-1.35
Size small
Size large
1.462
Parasitism

df
2

chi square
24.73

P
<0.001

S.E.
0.40
0.455

chi square
0.04
8.73

Odds ratio
p
0.84
0.003 0.261

0.458

10.16

0.001

df
3

chi square
51.513

P
<0.001

4.415

B) Unparasitized resident
Model
Diff
Full
Reduced
n = 134

-log likelihood
25.756
52.22
79.98

Parameter Estimates
estimate
Term
1.465
Intercept
-2.11
Size small
2.296
Size large
0.185
Parasitism

S.E.
0.470
0.521
1.099
0.4899

chi square
9.72
16.38
4.37
0.14
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P
0.002
<0.0001
0.037
0.7052

Odds ratio
0.12
9.93
1.20

Table 2.3. For each treatment rank of resource limitation, mean weight of larvae in
hibemacula, and mean number of berries consumed within an arena on the day larvae
emigrated are presented.

Treatment

Rank of resource
Limitation1 2

Mean ± SEM
hibernacula weight1

1
2
3
4

0.0184 ±0.0013a
0.0199 ±0.0009a-b
0.0214 ±0.0007ab
0.0226 ± 0.0007b

Mean ± SEM
number of berries
eaten in arena on
day of emigration

Unparasitized
Density

% Parasitism

Low
Low
High
High

0
0.5
0
0.5

3.57 ±
3.33 ±
6.17 ±
4.67 ±

0.15a
0.21a
0.36b
0.67a

Parasitized
Density

% Parasitism

Low
Low
High
High

1.0
0.5
0.5
1.0

2
1
3
4

0.0098
0.0091
0.0104
0.0111

± 0.0004
±0.0009
±0.0008
±0.0005

2.89
2.83
4.38
5.00

± 0.20a
± 0.17a
± 0.65b
± 0.50b

1. The rank of resource limitation was determined by calculating the ratio of the resource
available in each arena to the resource required by the larvae within the arena.
2. Means for each treatment were compared using ANOVA followed by Tukey’s LSD.
Means followed by different letters are significantly different.
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Fig. 2.1. Distribution of head capusle widths of parasitized and unparasitized
larvae. Head capsule widths were measured 12 days and 19 days after
oviposition. Larval head capsule widths were also measured when the larvae
formed hibernacula (n = 25 for parasitized larvae and n = 39 for
unparasitized larvae). Arrows denote median head capsule widths.
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Fig. 2.2. Results of larval growth and consumption tests. A) Weight gain over time
for parasitized larvae, B) weight gain over time for unparasitized larvae C)
relationship of weight to head capsule width for parasitized larvae, D) relationship of
weight to head capsule width for unparasitized larvae, E) relationship of mean berry
volume to the number of berries consumed for parasitized larvae, and F) relationship
of mean berry volume to the number of berries consumed by unparasitized larvae.
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smaller than intruder

resident 1-2 instars
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resident same
instar as intruder

resident 1-2 instars
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Relative instar difference between resident and intruder
Fig 2.3. Probability of resident winning a competitive interaction when A)
the resident is parasitized, or B) when the resident is unparasitized.
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Fig. 2.4. Schematic of the movement and feeding of larvae in the simulation model.
Larvae may die during the model by moving between berries or by being cannibalized.
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Fig. 2.5. Comparison of the measurements of insect abundance on the bog edge and the
middle of bogs. A) The proportion of berry volume damaged at site 3, B) the
proportion of berry volume damaged at site 1, C) the number of larvae per sample at
site 3, D) the number of larvae per sample at site 1, E) the ratio of the resource
available to resource required for samples containing at least one larva at site 3, and F)
the ratio of resource available to resource required for samples containing at least one
larva at site 1. Values of the ratio of resource available to the resource required below
one suggest that resources are limiting and competition probable
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Fig. 2.6. A) local parasitism rates and resource availabilities for all field samples that
contained at least two larvae (171 out of 700 samples), B) proportion of hosts killed as
a result of competition in the model, C) proportion of host killed from all sources of
mortality in the model, D) proportion of parasitoids killed as a result of competition in
the model, and E) proportion of parasitoids killed from all sources of mortality in the
model. Density is measured as the amount of resource available divided by the amount
of resource required (a/r) assuming that all larvae are unparasitized. For all model runs
eggs were laid over the first ten days, and the probability that a larva dies when
moving was set to 0.01
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Fig. 2.7. Comparison of model results and empirical study. The model was set to the
parameter conditions of the empirical test. A) model estimate of the mean number
of hibernacula per arena, B) empirically measured mean number of hibemacula per
arena, C) model estimate of the mean number of emigrants per arena, D) empirically
measured mean number of emigrants per arena, E) expected total number of larvae
collected, F) empirically measured total number of larvae collected, G) hypothetical
results if arenas had lids. We assumed that arenas with lids would have allowed
emigrants from the high resource availability treatment to survive, but that resources
would have been insufficient in the low resource availability treatment.
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CHAPTER 3

FOOD FORAGING BY A BRACONID PARASITOID

Abstract
The costs and benefits of food foraging by an adult parasitoid were examined. To
determine the benefits of feeding we examined the influence of feeding on longevity and
egg maturation. Our tests found that feeding significantly increased egg maturation and
longevity. Costs to feeding may be represented by a large time investment into locating
and consuming food. Therefore, we observed starved and fed parasitoids in the field to
determine the food sources used, the location of food sources in relation to hosts, and the
amount of time spent feeding. Starved wasps spent approximately 25% of their time
grazing on substances on the surface of cranberry foliage. This indicated that a potential
food source was in close proximity to hosts. We tested the potential for foliar leachates to
extend wasp longevity and found that wasps provided with a limited amount of foliage
died at a younger age compared to wasps held with water only. We hypothesize that a
larger plant surface area may be required for wasps to successfully consume a sufficient
amount of foliar leachates to extend longevity. We then examined how the grazing
behavior integrated with host foraging. Therefore, we compared the attack rate of fed and
unfed wasps at different host densities. We found that feeding status did not affect the
mean attack rate of wasps when host density varied, but that starvation did positively
affect the probability that a wasp will be active. Therefore, we conclude that the main
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benefit of feeding is an increase in longevity, that travel time to food sources is low, and
that their observed food foraging behavior does not influence host foraging efficiency.

Introduction
To gain fitness, adult parasitoids must forage for hosts. However, because adult
feeding may be required for egg maturation and continued longevity parasitoids must
divide their time between host foraging and food foraging (Jervis et al., 1993; Jervis and
Copland, 1996; Eijs et al., 1998; Lewis et al., 1998). As the time spent foraging for food
detracts from the time available for host searching, food foraging can be viewed as an
investment in future reproduction at a cost to immediate fitness (sensu Sirot and
Bernstein, 1996). Therefore, a thorough knowledge of the foraging behavior of a
parasitoid requires an understanding of host and food foraging behaviors.
To date, very few empirical studies and even fewer theoretical studies have
examined food foraging in parasitoids that feed solely upon plant-derived foods. In some
cases feeding may be required for egg maturation (e.g. Jervis and Copland, 1996) and
many studies have demonstrated that adult feeding can greatly enhance an individual’s
longevity (e.g. Morales-Ramos et al., 1996; Jacob and Evans, 2000; Hagley and Barber,
1992; Leatemia et al., 1995; Syme, 1977; Syme, 1975; Leius, 1961 a, b, 1963,1967;
Hohmann et al., 1988; Irdis and Grafius, 1995; Hougardy and Gregoire 2000). Therefore,
the investment of time into feeding is expected to be adaptive as it will increase the time
available to forage for hosts in the future. However, the amount of time invested into
food foraging will be dependent upon the costs and benefits of obtaining food. The costs
of food foraging will be associated with: 1) the time required to locate a food source, 2)
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the time required to feed, and 3) the potential for mortality to occur before the benefits of
feeding are realized (Sirot and Bernstein, 1996). While the benefit of food foraging will
be represented by the cost of not obtaining the food resource, which may include a short
lifespan and a decrease in foraging efficiency.
For most parasitoids the food sources visited and their location in relation to hosts
are unknown (Jervis et al., 1993; Jervis and Kidd, 1996; Eijs et al. 1998). Researchers
most frequently mention nectar and pollen as the main plant-derived food sources used
by parasitoids (e.g. Jervis et al., 1993; Jervis and Kidd, 1996; Irdis and Grafius, 1997;
Lewis et al., 1998; Baggen et al., 1999; Patt et al., 1999; Wackers, 1999), although other
plant-derived foods are also mentioned (Jervis and Kidd, 1996). The time required to find
a particular food source is likely to increase with the distance between the location of the
food and the location of hosts. It is hypothesized that some parasitoids may have to leave
patches that contain hosts to forage for food (Jervis et al. 1993, Jervis and Kidd, 1996;
Eijs et al., 1998; Lewis et al., 1998), while other parasitoids may consume food sources
found in patches containing hosts (Eijs et al. 1998). Knowledge of the spatial relationship
of hosts to food sources at this level will aid in indicating the potential costs in travel time
and the potential chance for mortality to occur during movements between food and host
sources.
In order for an investment into future reproduction to be of value, the parasitoid
must survive long enough and encounter a sufficient number of hosts after a feeding bout
so as to attain a fitness higher than if the parasitoid never invested in future reproduction.
Therefore, the amount of time invested into feeding is dependent upon the interaction of
the mortality rate (independent of nutritional status) and the host encounter rate in the
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future. As the mortality rate increases, from sources such as intra-guild predation, the
value of investing time into feeding will decrease (Sirot and Bernstein, 1996; Eijs et al,
1998). Likewise, the value of investing time into feeding decreases if the abundance of
hosts decreases over time.
The costs of not investing time into feeding may not only be represented by a
decrease in egg maturation and lifespan but foraging ability as well. Previous
comparisons of the foraging efficiency of fed and starved parasitoids suggest that fed
parasitoids have a much higher searching efficiency compared to starved parasitoids
(Takasu and Lewis, 1993). However, examinations of foraging efficiency may be
confounded by the state-dependent response of parasitoids to host and food-related cues.
For example, several studies have shown that starved parasitoids show a greater response
to food related cues compared to host cues, while satiated individuals prefer host-related
cues (Lewis and Takasu, 1990; Wackers, 1994).
The objective of our research was to determine the benefits and costs of feeding
to a Braconid parasitoid. In conjunction with this, we also wanted to examine the food
sources used by this parasitoid in the field. To determine the benefits of feeding, we first
investigated the influence of feeding on two fitness components of the parasitoid, namely
egg maturation and lifespan. We then examined the consequences of starvation on host
acceptance. Then, to determine the potential costs of investing time into feeding, we
conducted observations of starved and satiated parasitoids in the field to determine what
food sources were used, the spatial location of food in relation to hosts, and the wasp’s
time budget. We then examined how the observed feeding behavior influenced host
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foraging. Finally, we examined the temporal distribution of hosts in the field to determine
if an investment in future reproduction will be beneficial.

Methods
Study Organisms
Our study organism is Phanerotoma franklini Gahan (Hymenoptera: Braconidae).
This parasitoid attacks the egg stage of Acrobasis vaccinii Riley, the cranberry fruitworm
(Lepidoptera: Pyralidae), and emerges from the pupal stage. The host, A. vaccinii, is
oligophagous but is found predominantly on cranberries (Vaccinium macrocarpon Aiton)
in Massachusetts (Averill and Sylvia 1998). A. vaccinii overwinters as a last instar larva
and the adults emerge in mid summer and oviposit eggs exclusively on developing
cranberries. Larvae consume several berries during their development and there is a
single A. vaccinii generation per year.
In August of 1999, we collected berries infested with late instar A. vaccinii larvae
from cultivated, wild, and abandoned cranberry bogs in eastern Massachusetts. The
infested berries were placed into potting flats lined with sand where the larvae continued
to feed. Upon reaching the last instar, larvae formed hibemacula in the sand. The
hibemacula were collected and sorted by size as small hibemacula (< 6.5 mm in length)
are likely to be parasitized by P. franklini. To inhibit the development of mold, all
hibemacula were topically treated with Captan® (N-Trichloromethylthio-4 Cyclohexene1,2-Dicarboximide) and stored at ~10 °C in moistened peat moss until they were needed
for experiments.
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To gain adults for experiments hibemacula were held at ~25 °C and a 12:12
photoperiod. Adults emerged from hibemacula held under these conditions in
approximately two to three weeks. Small hibemacula were placed singly in 30 ml cups
filled with moistened peat moss and monitored daily for wasp emergence. The large
j

hibemacula were put into groups of -500 in Styrofoam cups filled with moistened peat
moss and allowed to emerge in 25 cm x 25 cm x 25 cm cages. Hosts for experiments
were obtained by providing moths with cuttings of cranberry foliage that bear berries as
an oviposition substrate.

Benefits To Fitness
To determine the benefits of feeding for females, we examined the influence of
feeding on the egg maturation schedule, longevity, and foraging ability of P. franklini.
Also, as mating status may influence egg maturation, we incorporated it into our
experimental design. Then, to determine the benefits of feeding for males, we determined
the influence of feeding on longevity and the propensity of a wasp to gain a mating.
The egg maturation portion of the experiment consisted of determining the
number of mature eggs carried by females (herein referred to as egg load) in the
following seven treatments: 1) at emergence, 2) 5-day old fed and mated (FM), 3) 5-day
old fed and virgin (FV), 4) 5-day old unfed and mated (UM), 5) 5-day old unfed and
virgin (UV), 6) upon natural death fed and virgin (LF), and 7) upon natural death unfed
and virgin (LU). This study allowed us to compare the number of eggs at emergence to
the number of eggs carried after 5 days based upon feeding and mating status and to the
number of mature eggs carried at death depending upon feeding status. To determine the
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effect of feeding and mating on survival to 5 days, we measured the number of
individuals who survived for the first 5 days in all treatments. In order to determine the
effect of feeding on maximum lifespan, we also measured the lifespan of the females that
were allowed to live until natural death. Prior to the dissections on day 5, all surviving
females were assayed to determine if they would accept a host. Therefore, we were also
able to determine the effect of feeding on host acceptance. Finally, to determine the effect
of feeding on male lifespan, we also measured the lifespan of the males used to mate the
females in this test.
For this experiment, we chose a 20% sucrose solution as a food source for several
reasons. First, carbohydrates are suggested to be an important food source (Wackers
1999). Second, the use of a sucrose solution as opposed to the actual plant-derived foods
allowed us to insure that the quality of food was equal in all treatments. Finally, similar
sucrose solutions have been used in many experiments of this type (e.g. Leius, 1961 b;
Takasu and Lewis, 1993; Leatemia et al. 1995; Olson et al., 2000).
We used an incomplete block design where the complete blocks consisted of all
the possible treatments, while the incomplete blocks omitted the treatments examining
the egg loads and lifespan of females allowed to live until natural death (treatments LU
and LF) (20 complete blocks, 5 incomplete blocks). The experimental protocol is shown
in Fig. 3.1 and consisted of the following. On each day, newly emerged wasps were
placed into groups of 7 females and 2 males. We immediately dissected one female to
determine its egg load as described by Jervis and Copland (1996). The remaining 6
females were placed singly into 15 cm x 20 cm x 15 cm Plexiglas cages. Three of the six
cages were supplemented with water and a 20% sucrose solution and these were
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considered the fed wasps. The remaining 3 cages were supplemented with water only and
these were considered the unfed wasps. One male was placed in with one of the fed
females and one male was placed into a cage with an unfed female. At this stage, we have
2 cages with an unmated fed female, 2 cages with an unmated unfed female, 1 cage with
a fed mated female and male, and 1 cage with an unfed mated female and male.
After 5 days, all females were assayed to determine if they would accept a host.
Females were placed into a 30 ml cup with a cranberry upright that bore a single
cranberry with a host egg on it. Wasps were observed and the amount of time spent
searching and the length of time until oviposition were recorded. To ensure that
oviposition did not influence egg maturation, wasps were tapped off of the host when
oviposition behavior began. If the wasp did not oviposit within 20 minutes, the test was
stopped and this was recorded.
Immediately after the host acceptance bioassay, one unmated fed female, one
unmated unfed female, one mated fed female, and one mated unfed female were
dissected to determine their egg load. The remaining fed unmated female, unfed unmated
female, mated fed male, and mated unfed male were then monitored until natural death
and their lifespan recorded. On the day the females died, they were also dissected to
determine their egg load.
The egg loads of females in the 7 treatments were compared using a two-way
ANOVA (factor 1 treatment, factor 2 blocks) followed by the Tukey-Kramer test to
compare all treatments. To specifically examine the effect of feeding and mating status
on egg load at 5 days, we completed a second ANOVA on only the 5-day treatments,
which included mating status, feeding status, block, and the interaction of mating and
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feeding as factors. We also compared the proportion of females surviving to 5 days based
upon their feeding and mating status using a chi-square test of homogeneity on each pair.
A Bonferroni correction controlled the overall error rate for this test. The proportion of
fed and unfed females accepting a host in each of the 7 treatments was also compared
using a chi-square test of homogeneity. Finally, the lifespan of the fed and unfed females
and the lifespan of the fed and unfed males were compared using ANOVA with sex,
feeding, block and the interaction of feeding and sex as factors.
Next, to examine the effect of feeding on the ability of a male to obtain a mating,
we collected males on the day of emergence and placed half of the males in a cage with a
20% sucrose solution and water and the other half of the males in a cage with water only.
After 24 h under these conditions males were placed in a 30 ml cup with a cranberry
upright and a single 48 h-old fed virgin female. The wasps were observed and the amount
of time the male spent in a courtship display (wing fanning) was recorded and the length
of time to the first copulation was recorded (n = 23 fed, n = 23 unfed). The test was
stopped after the first copulation. If the male had not mated with the female after 20 min,
the test was stopped and this was recorded. We compared the proportion of fed and unfed
males that successfully mated using a chi-square test of homogeneity. Because the
number of wasps that mated was small we used Wilcoxon’s rank-sum test to compare the
mean time to obtaining a mating and the mean time spent in courtship display by males
that did not mate.
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Field Observations
We released and observed starved laboratory females into the field to determine
the potential food sources consumed in the field, the spatial relationship of food to hosts,
and the amount of time spent feeding. Observations were conducted at three different
wild bog sites in Truro (Mt. Ararat) and Sandwich (Windmill and Sandy Neck),
Massachusetts and were conducted during daylight hours. Female wasps were collected
on the day of emergence and placed into a cage supplemented with water only and were
left under these conditions for 24 h. On the day of the observations, females were placed
into individual vials and transported to the field in a cooler. Wasps were released into the
bog and observed by two observers using hand lenses. The observers communicated the
current behavior of the wasp to a third individual that recorded the observations. We
measured the amount of time wasps engaged in searching (parasitoid is moving actively
on foliage, but not contacting plant with mouthparts), resting (parasitoid is motionless),
grooming (parasitoid is actively cleaning antennae or legs), grazing (parasitoid is moving
over foliage with mouthparts and frequently stopping to feed on a substance invisible to
our eyes), flower visiting (parasitoid is feeding at a flower) and ovipositing. Wasps were
observed for up to an hour or until we lost the wasp in the bog. In general, the wasps
walked over the cranberry vines rather than flying or hovering and when flying the
parasitoids usually flew short distances (~1 or 2 m), although occasionally longer flights
were observed. In general, we did not lose wasps because they flew long distances, but
because they flew a short distance and we were unable to relocate them due to their small
size.
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We also conducted a limited number of observations on fed wasps at two of the
sites to gain a baseline measurement of the amount of time spent in each activity. As a
result, we can only do a limited comparison of the behavior of fed and unfed wasps.
However, it should be noted that our intent was not to compare behavior between fed and
unfed individuals, but to elucidate potential food sources that may be used in the field.
For analysis we only used wasps for which we had a continuous 30 min observation
period. Samples size varied for the three sites and for the observations of unfed and fed
wasps (Mt. Ararat, unfed 7 wasps, fed 5 wasps; Sandy Neck, unfed 2 wasps, fed 1 wasp;
Windmill, unfed 3 wasps, fed 0 wasps).
We compared the amount of time spent in the two feeding behaviors, namely
grazing and flower visiting, at all three sites by unfed wasps and we also compared the
amount of time spent in each behavior by fed and unfed wasps at Mt. Ararat. Analyses
were completed using Wilcoxon’s rank-sum test, which determines if the median times
spent engaged in a behavior are equal.

Feeding Test
Observations of starved wasps in the field indicated that wasps were grazing on
an invisible substance on the surface of cranberry leaves. This substance was most likely
foliar leachates. Leachates are exudates that are secreted to the surface of foliage by
many plants. They are often high in carbohydrates (Tukey, 1971; Godfrey, 1976; Fiala et
al., 1990; Stammitti et al., 1995; Derridj et al., 1996; Mercier and Lindow, 2000) and
have been demonstrated to be important food sources for other insects (Hendrichs et al.
1993). To determine if the leachates found on the surface of cranberry leaves provide
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sufficient nutrients to maintain parasitoid longevity, we compared the longevity of
females held with water only to females held with cranberry foliage and water. On the
day of emergence, newly eclosed female wasps were paired together. One wasp was
placed in a 20 cm x 15 cm x 10 cm cage with water and two water picks each containing
approximately twenty cranberry uprights. The other wasp was placed in a similar cage
that only contained a water source. The wasps were monitored daily to determine their
longevity. Treatments were compared using Wilcoxon’s signed rank test (n = 7 pairs).

Response of Wasps To Host Density
Next, we wanted to examine how grazing and host foraging behaviors integrate.
Unfed wasps spent an average of 25% of their time engaged in grazing. The time spent
by wasps grazing may detract from the time available to wasps for host foraging.
Therefore, we expect fed wasps to have a higher attack rate compared to unfed wasps.
However, host density is likely to influence the attack rate of both fed and unfed wasps.
For instance, if an unfed wasp moves randomly within a local area where host density is
low, they are unlikely to encounter a host and may therefore solely feed. Alternatively, in
a local area of high host density, wasps are more likely to encounter a host, and after
encountering a host they may cease feeding behavior and continue to search the local area
for more hosts. If true, this would result in a sigmoidal shaped type III host response
curve for unfed wasps (Hassell 1978). Alternatively, we expect fed wasps to search more
intensely as satiated wasps have been demonstrated to have a high search rate (Takasu
and Lewis 1993, 1995) resulting in a type I or linear response curve (Hassell 1978).
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To compare the response curves of fed and unfed wasps, we collected 10 female
wasps on the day of emergence. Five wasps were placed in a 15 cm x 20 cm x 15 cm
cage supplemented with a 20% sucrose solution and water, while the remaining 5 wasps
were placed in a similar cage supplemented with water only. To ensure that the unfed
females would engage in grazing behavior, wasps were left under these conditions for 48
h after which each wasp was placed in an arena with a fixed host density of either 1, 2, 4,
8, or 12 hosts per cage. As hosts are found on berries we made sure that each cage
contained a total of 20 berries, with the appropriate number of berries bearing a host. The
uprights with berries were placed in a water pick and an additional 4 uprights without
berries were placed in the water pick to provide a large amount of foliage for grazing.
The wasps were then allowed to forage in the cages for 90 min. During the allotted
foraging period, we observed the wasps and categorized them as either active or inactive.
Inactive wasps spent the entire time on the wall of the arena and this was recorded. Hosts
were later dissected to determine if they were attacked (20 replicates).
We compared treatments at each host density using Wilcoxon’s signed-rank test.
We also compared the proportion of inactive wasps at each density using a chi-square test
of homogeneity.

Host Temporal Distribution
An investment into future reproduction requires that hosts will still be available in
the future; therefore, a dramatic decrease in the availability of hosts through the season
will decrease the value of investing time into feeding early in the season. The distribution
of hosts over time is of particular interest in this system because cultivated bogs often
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have a sharp peak in egg abundances early in the season (McBride Ginnetty and Edgar
1996). As a result, host availability may be lower late in the season compared to early in
the season. However, this host distribution may be an artifact of cultivation and, because
the temporal pattern of host abundance in wild bogs is unknown, the distribution of hosts
on wild bogs was determined.
We sampled three wild cranberry bogs, all in close proximity (the average
distance between bogs was ~150 m) as we do not know the scale on which to define a
patch. It is possible that a parasitoid may treat all of the bogs collectively as a single
patch or they may move among them infrequently and each bog represents a patch.
Therefore, we can view our data for each individual bog, or compile the data and view it
as a single large patch. There is a biological interest in understanding the temporal
distribution of hosts in habitat patches that are in close proximity. If there are differences
in host abundance temporally among patches, this may indicate that parasitoids must
move among patches regularly.
The bogs were located in a sand dune habitat in Truro, MA and had areas of 2000
m2 (site 1), 800 m2 (site 2), and 300 m2 (site 3). Sampling began as soon as berries
appeared (July 13, 2000) and each site was sampled once a week through mid August
(August 16, 2000). Sampling consisted of walking a transect through the bog and tossing
a 16.5 cm ring into the bog and collecting all of the berries within the ring. At the largest
site, we collected 40 samples on each date (except for the first date when we collected 30
samples), and at the two smaller sites, we collected 30 samples on each date (except for
K

the first date when we collected 15 samples). Samples were brought back to the
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laboratory and the proportion of samples containing a susceptible host egg was
determined.

Results
Benefits To Fitness
The two-way ANOVA comparing the egg loads of females in all treatments was
significant. The block effect was also significant (Table 3.1). The ANOVA to specifically
examine the effect of feeding and mating status on egg load demonstrated that there was
a significant effect of feeding and block, while mating status and the interaction of
feeding with mating status was not significant (Table 3.2 & 3.4). A more informative way
to view our egg load data is shown in Fig 3.2. Here, the temporal sequence of egg loads is
shown for fed and unfed individuals. To generate the curves, we used the egg loads of
females at emergence, the egg loads at 5 days, and at death for the respective fed and
unfed treatments. This figure helps explain why fed individuals have fewer mature eggs
upon death than unfed individuals. Unfed individuals appeared to die following
reabsorption of few if any mature eggs. However, the fed individuals apparently began to
reabsorb eggs after about 30 days and their reproductive tracts appeared emaciated.
There was no effect of mating status on survival to five days (unfed mated vs
unfed not mated %2= 0.36, df = 1, NS; fed mated vs fed not mated %2= 1.14, df = 1, NS),
but there was a strong effect of feeding status (unfed vs fed % = 61.57, df = 1, P
<0.001)(Table 3.4). Likewise, there was a significant effect of feeding, sex, and their
interaction on the longevity of parasitoids (Table 3.3, Fig. 3.3).
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For the tests examining the proportion of individuals accepting a host and the time
required to accept a host, we grouped wasps as being either fed or unfed and ignored
mating status in order to gain additional power. This is appropriate, as mating status was
found not to affect egg maturation or survival to 5 days. A significantly higher number of
fed females accepted a host after 5 days than unfed individuals (%2 = 4.647, df = 1, P <
0.03)(Table 3.4). Likewise, the rate with which fed individuals located and accepted the
host was faster (t = 1.77, df = 13, P = 0.058 (two tail))(Table 3.4).
Feeding status did not significantly affect the proportion of males obtaining a
mating (%2= 0.1072, df = 1, NS), the mean time to mating (T* = 50, df = 6,7, P = 0.53),
or the mean time spent in courtship display by males that did not obtain a mating (Z =
0.93, P = 0.18) (Table 3.5).

Field Observations
Observations of unfed wasps suggest two potential food sources.
Averaging across all three sites unfed wasps spent approximately 25% of their time
grazing on an invisible substance on the surface of the cranberry foliage (Fig. 3.4 A),
which is most likely foliar leachates. The second potential food source is nectar from
cranberry flowers (Fig. 3.4 A). However, only a single female wasp at one of the sites
engaged in this behavior. Therefore, a comparison among sites in the amount of time
spent visiting flowers is not possible.
There was an affect of site on the amount of time spent grazing by unfed wasps.
Unfed wasps at Mt. Ararat spent significantly less time grazing than wasps at Windmill
(T = 27, ni = 3, n2 = 7, P = 0.02). However, the amount of time spent grazing by unfed
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wasps was not significantly different when comparing Mt. Ararat to Sandy Neck (T = 15,
ni = 2, n2 = 7, P = 0.22) or when comparing Sandy Neck to Windmill (T = 4, nj = 2, n2 =
3, P = 0.40) (Fig. 3.4 A).
Comparing the behavior of fed and unfed wasps at Mt. Ararat resulted in no
significant difference in the amount time spent in each of the behaviors (Grooming, T =
30.5, m = 5, n2 = 7, P = 0.756; Resting, T = 36, m = 5, n2 = 7, P = 0.64; Searching, T =
32, ni = 5, n2 = 7, P = 1.0; Grazing T = 25, ni = 5, n2 = 7, P = 0.27; Flowers, T = 30, ni =
5, n2 = 7, P = 0.756; Ovipositing, T = 33, ni = 5, n2 = 7, P = 1.0)(Fig. 3.4 A & B).
The amount of time any individual wasp engaged in grazing or any of the other
behaviors was extremely variable. For example, with regard to grazing behavior some
unfed wasps never engaged in the behavior, while others almost exclusively engaged in
this behavior. Therefore, our figures 3.4 A & B present standard deviations rather than
the standard errors of these behaviors to display this high level of variability.

Feeding Test
We found that the lifespan of wasps held with water only (mean ± SE = 4.86 ±
0.63) was significantly longer than the lifespan of wasps held with cranberry foliage and
water (mean ± SEM)(T = 0, n = 7, P = 0.02).

Response of Wasps To Host Density
The number of hosts attacked by fed and unfed wasps was not significantly
different at any of the 5 host densities examined (12 hosts per cage: T = 61.5, nonzero
pairs = 16, NS; 8 hosts per cage: T = 37, nonzero pairs = 15, NS; 4 hosts per cage: T =
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39.5, nonzero pairs

Ik '

39.5, NS; 2 hosts per cage: T — 14, nonzero pairs = 8, NS; 1 host

per cage: T = 39, nonzero pairs = 12, NS)(Fig. 3.5 A).
The proportion of unfed and fed wasps that were inactive was significantly
different at all host densities except for 4 hosts in an arena (12 hosts per cage: %2 = 5.63, P
/

< 0.025; 8 hosts per cage: x2 = 7.059, P < 0.01; 4 hosts per cage: x2 = 2.5, P < 0.15; 2
hosts per cage: X2= 2.14, P < 0.03; 1 host per cage: x2= 8.49, P < 0.01)(Fig. 3.5 B).
However, in the cases of 4 hosts per arena, the unfed treatment was not significantly
different from zero (4 hosts per cage: z = 1.49, P = 0.136) suggesting that the lack of
significance may be more of an issue with power than an affect of host density.

Host Temporal Distribution
I

Hosts were available at all times during our sampling period and abundances were
approximately equal at all times at sites 1 and 3, while two sharp peaks were observed at
site 2 (Fig 3.6).

Discussion
We found that access to a sugar source greatly increased the lifespan of adult
parasitoids and also subtly increased the number of mature eggs found in the oviducts of
P. franklini after 5 days. The increase in lifespan may be of greater biological

significance than the increase in egg number as newly emerged P. franklini had a large
number of mature eggs in their oviducts. Therefore, P. franklini falls in between the
spectrum of being pro-ovigenic (i.e. emerging with their full complement of eggs
matured) and syn-ovigenic (i.e. emerging with a few mature eggs and continuing to
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mature eggs over time) (Jervis and Copland 1996). Some parasitoid wasps have been
found to reabsorb mature eggs when held without hosts and food (Jervis and Copand
1996). Our egg maturation study demonstrated that unfed wasps did not reabsorb eggs
prior to the average time when wasps die of starvation. This indicates that wasps do not
reabsorb eggs to gain the necessary energy to sustain longevity. However, after ~30 days
the fed wasps did display a decrease in the number of mature eggs in their oviducts and
by ~40 days, had none.
Our observational study suggests that leachates found on the surface of cranberry
foliage might be an important food source for this wasp. Leachates have been found on
the surface of foliage for all plant species examined (Tukey 1971) and often have high
levels of carbohydrates (Godfrey 1976, Tukey 1971, Stammitti et al. 1995, Fiala et al.
1990, Derridj et al. 1996, Mercier and Lindow 2000). Therefore, despite a lack of
knowledge of the chemical composition of leachates on cranberries, it is reasonable to
hypothesize that cranberry leachates will contain the necessary energy requirements to
maintain a parasitoid’s daily energy budget. Despite this, our study examining the
potential for leachates to sustain longevity showed a significant decrease in lifespan of
wasps held with cranberry foliage. However, previous tests on leachate feeding in other
insects failed to show a significant increase in lifespan when conducting tests in small
cages with a limited amount of foliage (as in our test), although other tests using larger
cages with a greater amount of foliage showed a significant effect of leachate feeding
(Hendrichs et al. 1993). The amount of leaf surface area provided is crucial to these tests
as the carbohydrate content of leachates has been shown to be variable among leaves
(Mercier and Lindow 2000). Therefore, it is likely that our experimental design (i.e.
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providing a limited amount of foliage) was insufficient to test the hypothesis, although
further testing is necessary to verify this. One of the contributing factors to the decreased
lifespan of the wasps held with cranberry leaves was that they were more active than the
wasps held with just water. Therefore, the wasps held with cranberry vine may have
burned a greater amount of energy from moving over the foliage in search of leachates,
while the unfed wasps conserved energy by resting on the walls of the cage.
Cranberry flowers are another potential food source for this wasp. However, we
hypothesize that they are not the primary food source based on the following lines of
evidence. First, wasps did visit flowers early in the season but the amount of time spent
feeding at flowers was much less than the time spent grazing. Second, hosts are found
exclusively on berries, which have developed from pollinated flowers. Therefore, the
abundance and quality of flowers will be low when this wasp is most active and indeed,
entirely absent later in the season.
There are two other potential hypotheses that need to be considered with regard to
food sources. The first hypothesis suggests that wasps emerge prior to berry development
and consume a single early season sugar meal, consisting of cranberry nectar that will
sustain them through the entire summer. For nearly all parasitoids, the number of feeding
bouts required to sustain longevity is unknown and as a result, this hypothesis needs to be
considered. The second hypothesis is that wasps feed on cranberry nectar early in the
season and consume leachates late in the season. Future research will examine these
competing hypotheses. Regardless, both food sources are located in close proximity to
hosts and are in great abundance. Thus, the time required to locate food will be low.
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Our study is not the first to describe a behavior consistent with feeding on
leachates. Takasu and Lewis (1995) observed the behavior of starved Microplitis
croceipes that were conditioned with a short honey meal prior to their release into
experimental plots. Wasps were released into plots with and without food. The addition
of food into plots was accomplished by placing droplets of honey on the leaves of plants.
In plots that were not supplemented with honey droplets, wasps were observed to walk on
the plants with their mouthparts contacting the leaf surface. Takasu and Lewis (1995)
interpreted this behavior as the parasitoids searching for odors associated with the
conditioned food (i.e. honey). However, this behavior seems more consistent with our
observations of leachate feeding. Therefore, it is possible that our observation of leachate
feeding in wasps may not be unique. We are concerned that the strong emphasis placed
upon flowers as a food source in the parasitoid literature may have resulted in other
relevant food sources being overlooked. Therefore, we strongly encourage future work to
examine the possibility that leachates are a common food source for parasitoids.
After 5 days of starvation, the mortality rate of unfed wasps was high, and the
foraging ability of the surviving wasps was poor compared to fed individuals. These
observations suggest that a feeding bout is required relatively soon after emergence (prior
to 5 days) and that the consequences of not feeding are high. Surprisingly, our subsequent
test comparing the host foraging response of fed and unfed (starved for 48 h) parasitoids
to different host densities showed no effect of feeding despite grazing behavior by unfed
wasps. In fact, the grazing behavior resulted in a higher proportion of wasps being in
contact with the plant material during the test. Because parasitoids generally walk over
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the foliage to move between berries and do not hover, the grazing behavior detracts very
little from host foraging and in fact, keeps them in close contact with the hosts.
There are a large number of potential mortality sources for this parasitoid in the
field. In particular, there are a large number of spiders and ants (Bardwell and Averill
1997) and during our observations ants killed two wasps. As this wasp walks/runs over
the cranberry vine, it may be at a higher risk from hunting insect predators than other
parasitoids. A high mortality rate would suggest a low return on the investment into
future reproduction. However, as feeding appears to come at little cost and hosts were
abundant throughout the season, this cost may be mitigated.
Research of this type generally focuses on females. However, we also
investigated the benefits and costs of feeding for males. While feeding benefited males by
extending longevity, males starved for 24 hrs were just as successful at attaining a mating
as fed males. However, we suspect that if we increased the length of time that males were
starved and conducted the test again, a significant effect of starvation would be found.
Therefore, we anticipate that the males, much like the females, will require a feeding bout
relatively early in life to extend longevity.
Feeding benefits P.franklini by greatly extending their life span and also aiding in
egg maturation. The consequences of not feeding are high as illustrated by the short life
span and decrease in foraging ability of starved wasps. Hosts are abundant throughout the
season and grazing did not detract from foraging. Thus, feeding comes at little to no cost
and will increase fitness indirectly by increasing the amount of time available to forage
for hosts in the future.
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Table 3.1. ANOVA comparing egg loads of wasps in all treatments. The MS error was
used for Tukey-Kramer multiple comparison test of all treatments
Source
Treatment
Block
Error

Df
6
24
121

SS
47401.48
25880.55
75895.07

71

F
12.59
1.71

P
<0.001
0.03

Table 3.2. ANOVA testing the effect of feeding and mating on egg load of 5-day-old
wasps
Source
Block
Mating
Feeding
Mating* Feeding
Error

Df
24
1
1
1
65

SS
27341.56
351.19
3214.40
279.95
42732.50

72

F
1.73
0.53
4.88
0.42

P
0.0417
0.4675
0.0305
0.5163

Table 3.3. ANOVA testing the effect of sex (male vs female) and feeding on longevity.
Source
Feeding
Sex
Block
Feeding* Sex
Error

Df
1
1
24
1
59

SS
8540.05
1021.95
1166.45
1163.06
2745.33

73

F
183.53
21.96
1.04
24.99

P
<0.001
<0.001
0.430
<0.001

Table 3.4. The effect of feeding on egg load, survival to 5 days, and host acceptance. We
compared egg loads of females at emergence (< 24 h old), with the number of mature
eggs of unfed mated (UM) females, unfed virgin (UV) females, fed mated (FM) females,
and fed virgin (FV) females after five days. We also compared these to the egg loads of
unfed (LU) and fed (LF) females upon natural death. The proportion of wasps in each
treatment surviving to 5 days was determined and the proportion of wasps accepting a
host and the time to acceptance were determined. The Unfed and Fed groupings represent
the overall means for the mated and unmated individuals in those groups.

Treatment

Day of
dissection

Mean ± SE egg
load1 2

< 24 h old

Day 1

53.15s ±3.09

Unfed

Day 5

73.53 ±4.10

UM
UV

33.82 ±5.74

Upon
natural
death

52.00s ± 6.75

38.89a± 11.50

Fed

Day 5

87.45 ± 4.02

97.14 ± 1.99

Day 5
Day 5
Upon
natural
death

Mean time ±
SE to host
acceptance1,2

46.15a ± 9.78

14.29a± 1.45

70.31s ±5.71

8.69s ± 1.02

100s ±0.00
95.56s ±3.01

91.13d ±4.33
83.45c'd ± 6.98
31.94a± 4.10

Percent ± SE
accepting a
host after 5
days1

29.17a ± 9.28
36.36a± 7.25

73.43c ± 5.85
73.62c ± 5.88

LU

FM
FV
LF

Day 5
Day 5

Percent ± SE
surviving to 5
days

1.00s ±0.00

1. Means followed by the same letter are not significantly different.
2. Time is measured in minutes.
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Table 3.5. The effect of feeding on the proportion of males mating, the mean time to
mating, and the mean time spent in courtship display by males that did not obtain a
mating. There were no significant differences between treatments.
Treatment
Unfed
Fed

Percent mating
30.43 ±9.59
36.09 ±9.16

Mean time to
mating1
170.57 ±85.70
436.33 ± 185.38

1. Time is measured in seconds.
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Mean courtship time
for non-maters1
63.28 ±55.64
174.75 ±209.4

Fig. 3.1 Experimental design used to determine the egg loads of females at emergence,
after 5 days depending upon feeding and mating status, and upon natural death depending
upon feeding status. We also determine the longevity of males and females depending
upon feeding status. Finally, all females were assayed after 5 days to determine the effect
of feeding on host acceptance. F = Fed, U = Unfed, V = Virgin, M = Mated, L =
Measured lifespan. A total of 20 complete blocks were completed (a complete block
includes all treatments), and a total of 5 incomplete blocks were completed (an
incomplete block consists of all treatments except LU and LF).
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Fig. 3.2. Egg load pattern over time for (A) unfed and (B) fed wasps. For each
respective data set the number of mature eggs on the day of emergence was used on
day 0 as were the egg loads after 5 days and at natural death. A polynomial was was
put through the points to indicate the trends in egg load over time.
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*- Unfed female
■+— Fed Female
+- Unfed Male
<— Fed Male

Fig. 3.3 Survivorship curves of fed and unfed females, as well as unfed and fed
males. There was a significant interaction between sex and feeding on survival.
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■ Sandy Neck
□ Windmilll
■ Mt. Ararat
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5
0

Flowers

Ovipositing

Flowers

Ovipositing

Behavior
30

Grooming

Resting

Searching

Grazing

Behavior
Fig, 3.4. Results of the observations of fed and starved wasps in the field. Wasps were
observed for 30 minutes and the amount of time engaged in grooming, resting,
searching, grazing, flower visiting, and ovipositing was recorded. A) Unfed wasps,
and B) fed wasps. Mean ± SD times are shown. Sample sizes are as follows: Sandy
Neck, 2 unfed, 1 fed; Windmill, 3 unfed, 0 fed; and Mt. Ararat 7 unfed and 5 fed.
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□ Unfed
■ Fed

□ Unfed
■ Fed

number of available hosts
Fig 3.5. A) The mean number of hosts ± SE attacked by fed and unfed wasps foraging
in an arena with a fixed host density. Wasps were given 90 minutes to forage and the
number of hosts attacked was determined. There were no significant differences
between treatments. B) The proportion of wasps during the test that were inactive ±
SE. Fed wasps foraged on cranberry vine significantly less than unfed wasps at all
host densities except four hosts per cage. Pairs with an asterix above them are
significantly different.
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-Site 1
-Site 2
.Site 3
-

All Sites

Date

Fig. 3.6. Abundance of suceptible hosts over time in 3 wild cranberry bogs located in
close proximity to one another. Hosts abundance was determined by the proportion of
collected samples containing at least one susceptible host. As the sites were in close
proximity, we can group them to gain a more confident estimate of host availability in
the local area over time.
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CHAPTER 4

SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL COEVOLUTIONARY DYNAMICS IN A
DETERMINSTIC AND INDIVIDUAL-BASED SIMULATION OF PARASITOIDHOST COEVOLUTION

Abstract
Empirical studies have observed geographic variation in parasitoid resistance and
inferred the processes that cause these patterns. To test this, we developed a real-number
deterministic model and an individual-based stochastic model of host-parasitoid
coevolution that was spatially extended. We described space as a coupled-map-lattice and
assumed that resistance (defined as the ability to encapsulate a parasitoid egg) and
virulence (defined as the successful parasitization of a host) traits were graded. The
individual-based model displayed greater variation in resistance and virulence levels
across space compared to the deterministic model when the movement rate of the host
and parasitoid was low. This occurred because extinction of parasitoids in patches was
high, which resulted in a greater heterogeneity in parasitoid attack across space. The
inclusion of resistance in both models also disrupted the formation of emergent spatial
patterns. We also observed a greater level of variation across space in the level of
parasitoid investment into virulence relative to the level of variation in host resistance.
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This appears to occur because hosts either invest heavily into resistance or not at all.
Therefore, parasitoids may not maximize fitness by being extremely virulent.

Introduction
The geographic mosaic theory of coevolution emphasizes the importance of space
to coevolution (Thompson 1999). This theory suggests that pairs of species may have
strong interactions at some geographic locations (hot spots) and weaker interactions in
others (cold spots)(Thompson 1999, Gomulkiewicz et al. 2000). Ultimately, the fate of
genes associated with the coevolutionary interaction are dependent upon the spatial
relationships of the hot and cold spots as well as the mechanisms that re-distribute genes
throughout space such as gene flow, genetic drift, and extinction/colonization dynamics
(Thompson 1999). Patterns of trait frequencies in natural populations support this theory
(e.g. Benkman 1999, Kraaijeveld and Godfray 1999, Lively 1999).
Recently, there have been two developments in ecological modeling, namely the
inclusion of space (e.g. Boerlijst & Hogeweg. 1991, Hassell et al. 1991, Wilson et al.
1999) and the development of individual-based models (Judson 1994, Uchmanski &
Grimm 1996). The inclusion of space in cellular automata, lattice cell, and reaction
diffusion models has led to the discovery of the existence of stable spatial patterns of
animal abundance, despite the models being based upon relatively simple deterministic
rules/equations (e.g. Boerlisjt and Hogeweg 1991, Hassell et al. 1991, Wilson et al.
1999), suggesting that complex patterns of animal abundance and dispersion in nature
may be shaped by a relatively simple mechanism (Bascompte and Sole 1998). However,
interpreting the importance of the distribution of organisms in these models has received
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some criticism, as most models are based on deterministic rules/equations (Rohani et al.
1997, Wilson and Hassell 1997). Investigations into the influence of various forms of
stochasticity suggest that emergent spatial patterns may be robust (e.g Comins et al. 1992,
Wilson and Hassell 1997, Hassell 2000). However, individual-based models, developed
using object-orientated programming, are a potentially valuable method for
incorporating stochasticity and individuality into spatial models to examine the
robustness of spatial patterns. We intend to compare a stochastic individual-based model
and a deterministic model (that uses real numbers) of coevolution, to examine how the
two modeling methods influence the distribution of coevolutionary traits in space. The
focus of our study will be the coevolution of a parasitoid and its host.
Parasitoids ultimately kill their hosts. However, upon parasitism an insect may
mount an immune response in an attempt to encapsulate the parasitoid egg (Strand and
Pech 1995). Recent studies demonstrate the existence of variation in the ability of insects
to encapsulate parasitoid eggs and hence survive parasitism (referred to here as parasitoid
resistance)(Henter and Via 1995, Kraaijeveld and Van Alphen 1995, Hughes and
Sokolowski 1996, Kraaijeveld et al. 1998, Fellowes et al. 1999, Kraaijeveld and Godfray
1999, Hufbauer 2001). In particular, studies on Drosophila and its parasitoids suggest
that there is geographic variation in attack rates and resistance levels in populations
across Europe (Kraaijeveld and Van Alphen 1995, Kraaijeveld and Godfray 1999),
suggesting that space may influence the evolution of parasitoid resistance.
To date, models of the coevolution of insects and their parasitoids have all
considered a single population. Early resistance models focused solely on understanding
how the inclusion of a resistant host class influenced population stability (e.g. Bailey et
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al. 1962, Hassell and Anderson 1984, Murdoch et al. 1987). Subsequent models
compared the evolution of immune resistance versus the evolution of resistance via a
refuge (e.g Hochberg and Holt 1995, Hochberg 1997). Finally, Sasaki and Godfray
(1999) modeled the coevolutionary interaction by specifying the interaction between
specific host and parasitoid genotypes. Using a population dynamic model, that is
adapted to follow gene frequencies, we intend to determine weather variation in
resistance is likely to be structured in space.
Recent laboratory studies have demonstrated a genetic basis to resistance
(Kraaijeveld et al. 1995, Hughes and Sokolowski 1996, Fellowes et al. 1999) and
subsequent studies have investigated the genetic architecture of resistance traits (Orr and
Irving 1997, Bennassi et al. 1998). The results of these studies suggest a relatively simple
genetic basis for resistance (Orr and Irving 1997, Bennassi et al. 1998). Cross-resistance
between parasitoid species has also been reported (Fellowes et al. 1999). While our
knowledge of the genetic basis of resistance has progressed tremendously, our knowledge
of the genetic basis of parasitoid virulence (we define virulence as successfully attacking
a host) is not as developed (but see Russo et al. 2001).
Models of parasitoid resistance generally consider a graded level of resistance and
virulence (e.g Sasaki and Godfray 1999, Fellowes and Travis 2000), where hosts can
increase their investment in an immune response and parasitoids can increase their
investment in virulence. The probability of resistance is then a function of the magnitude
in the difference between the host’s investment into defense and the parasitoid’s
investment into virulence. While other types of defense, such as a gene-for-gene
interaction (e.g. Barrett 1985) or matching alleles interaction (e.g. Lively 1999) have
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been used in other host-parasite systems, most empirical evidence from parasitoid-host
research suggests that the interaction will be graded (Godfray 2000, Kraaijeveld and
Godfray 2001).
It is suggested that an investment into resistance will come at a cost, either by
shunting energy away from other important functions such as egg production (Godfray
and Hassell 1991), or by disrupting optimal gene complexes (Jervis 1997). Assumptions
of a trade-off are common in models of life history evolution (Reznick 1992). However,
costs to resistance have been found (Carton & David 1983, Kraaijeveld & Godfray 1997,
Fellowes et al. 1998, Fellowes et al. 1999). Drosophila that are resistant to Leptopilina
boulardi display a decrease in their competitive ability and perform poorly at high
densities (Kraaijeveld & Godfray 1997, Fellowes et al. 1998, Fellowes et al. 1999).
Likewise, Carton and David (1983) showed that Drosophila, which had survived
parasitism by L. boulardi, had a significantly lower fecundity compared to a control
strain. It is thought that the costs associated with resistance may be responsible for
maintaining polymorphisms in resistance.
We adapted the Nicholson-Bailey equations into a haploid genetic model that
allows us to consider several strains of a single species of parasitoid and host. As we are
interested in the role of space in the evolution of resistance, we will use a model format
similar to that developed by Hassell et al. (1991). In their model, space exists as a lattice
of patches, where each patch is connected to the neighboring patches by dispersal. This
model format includes three important components of the geographic mosaic theory of
coevolution, namely varying intensities of interactions among patches, gene-flow via
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local dispersal, and extinction and recolonization of patches by both the parasitoid and
host (Thompson 1999).
This model format was initially developed to examine how the inclusion of space
influenced the persistence of host-parasitoid population dynamics (Hassell et al. 1991).
Emergent spatial patterns of organism abundance including spirals and spatial chaos were
observed in this model. However, a deterministic model and an individual-based model
(that includes stochasiticity) based on this model format are likely to produce different
results due to the method used to measure population size and movement. In particular,
the deterministic model allows for the survival and movement of fractions of individuals
(Wilson and Hassell 1997). As a result, populations may persist with fractions of
individuals, thereby influencing the effects of extinction/recolonization as well as
influencing the variation in attack rate. The deterministic model also assumes that
dispersers distribute themselves equally to surrounding patches, while movement to
surrounding patches is random in the individual-based model. Changes in the
assumptions concerning movement are likely to influence spatial structuring. By
simulating both models we will be able to compare the different modeling approaches to
this question.
With our models we will specifically address the following questions: 1) how is
investment into resistance and virulence distributed across space and what mechanisms
are responsible for their distribution? 2) how does the inclusion of resistance influence
the abundance and distribution of hosts and parasitoids? and 3) how do the results of the
two models differ?
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Methods
General Model
We begin by describing the basic population dynamics model that the genetic
model is based upon. The model format is similar to that of Hassel at al. 1991. (For a full
population dynamic analysis of this model see Hassell et al. 1991 and Comins et al. 1992)
The model assumes a single specialist parasitoid and a single host species that are
univoltine with synchronized generations. Space is divided into a lattice of patches that
creates a w x w grid. Within each cell the population dynamics are determined by the
Nicholson Bailey equations:
(eq.l) Nm =rN, * exp(- aP,)
(eq.2)

= W, * [l - exp(- aP,)]

where N and P refer to the number of hosts and parasitoids respectively. The number of
hosts in the next generation is equal to the product of the proportion of hosts that survive
parasitism, the number of hosts in the previous generation, and the host’s reproductive
rate r. The proportion of individuals that survive parasitism is found by determining the
zero term of the Poisson distribution, using aPt as the constant. Therefore, parasitoids are
assumed to attack hosts at random and encounter a fixed proportion of hosts, a (the area
of discovery), during their lifetime. The number of parasitoids in the next generation is
equal to the product of the number of hosts in the previous generation and the proportion
of hosts that do not avoid parasitism, which is 1- the proportion that were not parasitized.
Density dependence in the host can be included in this model and is assumed to
occur in the absence of parasitism:
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where K equals the carrying capacity of a patch. This term replaces r in equation 1. If AT
equals infinity this term reduces to r.
Movement occurs before reproduction, and the proportion of individuals within a
patch that move is determined by uN and uP, and are distributed in equal numbers to the
eight surrounding patches. For patches that are on the edge of the lattice we made the
boundaries fully reflective. Comins et al. (1992) investigated several different rules for
boundary conditions and concluded that the rule chosen did not influence the population
dynamics.

Real Number Deterministic Model
We now develop these equations into a haploid genetic model with multiple
strains of host and parasitoid, where hosts invest into their immune system at level z, and
parasitoids invest into virulence at level j. Both values have a maximum value set at z'max,
andymax, respectively. Hosts that have a higher invested level in defense than the
parasitoids investment into virulence will be resistant (z > /), while hosts that have
invested into defense at an equal or lesser level will be susceptible (z < j). Investment into
resistance or virulence is assumed to reduce fitness. The cost of investing into resistance
in the host is:
(eq. 4)

*(r-1)

This cost is subtracted from r. The cost is scaled so that all monitored genotypes have a
reproductive rate greater than one, when the population is below the carrying capacity.
The reproductive rate is proportionally reduced for each step increase in resistance and
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we use w+ 1 as the denominator, so that the highest investment level into resistance has
a reproductive rate slightly greater than one. This is necessary as genotypes with a
reproductive rate below one are destined to go extinct. As the population approaches the
carrying capacity, the reproductive rate of all strains of host converges on one (Fig. 4.1).
Therefore at or above carrying capacity we define the reproductive rate as:
(eq. 5)

*i
('max +1)

This cost is then subtracted from 1 for all genotypes. In this case there is a proportional
decrease from a reproductive rate of 1 when above the carrying capacity, simulating
strong selection at high densities. We use this function for two reasons. First, we want to
maintain selection against resistance at high densities. Second, resistance has been
associated with poor competitive ability in Drosophila, and competition at high densities
is hypothesized to play an important role in maintaining polymorphisms in resistance
(Kraaijeveld & Godfray 1997, Fellowes et al. 1999, Fellowes et al. 1998).
For parasitoids the cost is:
fp
(eq. 6)
Jmax + 1

V

\

P

j’t J

where Pjit is the number of parasitoids in strain j at time t, and Pjj+1 is the number of
parasitoids that would be produced at time / + 1 by strain j if there was no cost to
investing in virulence. The term Pjtt+ / divided by PJit is equivalent to the term for the
reproductive rate (r) of the host. This cost is subtracted from the total number of
parasitoids produced in the next generation by wasps with investment j.
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Host equations. For the hosts we first determine the number of individuals who
are never attacked and then determine the number of hosts that are attacked once by
strains of parasitoid that have invested less in defense than that particular strain of host.
We assume that hosts attacked more than one time die and yield neither an adult host nor
parasitoid. Therefore:

Ni, t+ i=

[the number of individuals that are never parasitized in strain i at time t + the

number of hosts attacked once that survive parasitism due to investment in defense in
strain i at time t] * the reproductive rate of strain i

The number of hosts in strain i, that are never parasitized is:
(eq.7) N, * exp(-oP,)
where Pt equals:
■/max

(eq- »)£/>,
7=0

and Pjt t equals the number of parasitoids in strain j at time t. The number of hosts
attacked once and survive parasitism in strain i due to investment in defense is
determined by:
(eq. 9) N(a * exp (-aPt)£ P}
7=0

Parasitoid equations. For the parasitoid we first determine the number of hosts
attacked one or more times and then subtract the number of hosts attacked once that have
invested in a greater level of defense. Finally, we subtract all hosts that are attacked more
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than once. We assume that all hosts attacked more than once die mainly for mathematical
convenience, although in some cases survival of multiply attacked hosts may be low (Van
Alphen and Visser 1990). The number of hosts never attacked and the number of hosts
attacked one or more times is determined using the poisson distribution. Therefore:

Pj t + / = [total number of hosts attacked by strain^' at time t - the number of hosts
attacked once that are resistant to strain j at time t - the number of hosts that were
attacked two or more times at time t]

The total number of hosts attacked by each parasitoid strain j is determined by:

where Nt equals:

and Nt, / equals the number of individuals with investment i at time t. The number of hosts
attacked by strain j once and are resistant is determined by:
f i<j

\

(eq. 12) ^
\i=0

* exp{-aPt) * aPj
/

As we assume that all hosts attacked more than one time die, we determine the number of
hosts attacked two or more times through a series of the poisson distribution:
N, *E

where E is the appropriate serial term of the Poisson distribution.
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Mutation. Mutation occurs when offspring are produced. Mutation is stepwise.
Therefore a host with investment i produces an equal number of mutants with
investments i - 1 and i + 1. The same is true for parasitoids. When the investment level is
minimum or maximum, there is only one direction to mutation. For all runs, mutation
was set at 0.0001 for the host and parasitoid.

Simulation Methods. All simulations were run using a 20 x 20 lattice and a high
and low value for each parameter, except for the mutation rate and number of alleles,
where a single parameter value was used (Table 1). We specifically chose high and low
parameters of dispersal that would result in two of the three spatial patterns of organism
abundance observed in the Hassell et al. (1991) model. These patterns include spatial
chaos, and spirals (for parameter values that result in spatial patterns see Hassell et al.
1991 and Comins et al. 1992). Simulations were run using a total of ten alleles for
resistance and virulence, ranging from no investment (level 0) to a maximum investment
of level 9 (w). At the start of the simulation a single population was seeded (location 3,
20 on an x and y coordinate system), with hosts and parasitoids carrying a null allele (i.e.
level of investment into attack or defense was 0). The model was run for five hundred
generations at which time mutation was initiated. The model was then run for an
additional 2500 generations and we monitored spatial patterns of investment into
resistance and virulence, spatial pattern of organism abundance, genotype frequency in
the global population, and global population size.
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Calculations. To examine spatial pattern of investment we calculated the mean
investment into resistance in each patch for the host by:
‘max

2>,*i
(eq. 14) iwithin -

N.

and for virulence in the parasitoid by:
J

max

lpj*J
(eq- 15)

=—

We then calculated the mean investment across patches by summing the mean investment
in all patches and dividing by the total number of patches. If patches are empty they are
excluded from this calculation and the denominator is adjusted. Therefore:

(eq. 16) iamong

1within

1

total number of occupied patches

and

(eq. 17)./among

^ jwithin
total number of occupied patches

Then to examine how the mean levels of investment into resistance and virulence
are distributed across space we calculated the paired quadrat variances (PQV) for ten
quadrat sizes. This value measures the level of variation in investment into resistance or
virulence for two patches that are a fixed distance, d, apart. We completed this for ten
distances ranging from one quadrat to ten quadrats away in lateral, vertical, and diagonal
directions. The PQV for each distance (d) was determined by:

y
(eq. 18) PQV =

within,x,y

^within,x+d,y+d

number of unique pairs
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Where
y and

iWithm,x,y

is the mean investment into resistance in a patch located at position x and

iWithm,x+ dy+d is

the mean investment into resistance in a patch that is distance

d

away from the first patch. This is then divided by the total number of unique pairs of that
distance within the grid (Dale 1999). To return this value to its original units we present
the square root of the PQV in our figures.

Stochastic Individual-Based Model
The individual-based model was written in an object-orientated programming
language (C++). Therefore, within the program each individual exists as an object and
can carry certain characteristics such as an ID number, a reproductive rate and a level of
investment into resistance or virulence. Objects or individuals may interact with one
another based on rules created within the program. The rules that determine how
individuals interact perform equivalents of the same mathematical operations as in the
deterministic model. This results in a model similar to the previous, but with two
profound differences. First, the deterministic model allows for fractions of individuals to
survive and disperse, whereas the individual-based model follows individuals and allows
for stochasticity in the movement of individuals between patches, reproduction, and
parasitism.
Movement occurs prior to reproduction and each individual has a fixed
probability of dispersing. For hosts the probability that an individual will disperse is un,
and for parasitoids it is up. If an individual disperses, one of the eight surrounding patches
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is chosen at random. Therefore, dispersal to the surrounding patches may not be
symmetric.
After dispersal, parasitism occurs. For this we first calculate the number of hosts
that we expect the parasitoid to encounter by:
(eq. 19) Ne=aNt
where Ne is the number of hosts that a parasitoid encounters during it lifetime, some of
which may already have been parasitized. Each parasitoid randomly selects Ne hosts; if a
host is unparasitized and has a lower investment into resistance relative to the parasitoids
investment into virulence, it is parasitized. Alternatively, if the host is already parasitized
or if the host has a higher investment into resistance than the parasitoids investment into
virulence, it is not attacked. The determination of the number of hosts attacked in this
fashion approximates the proportion of hosts that are parasitized in the deterministic
model (Hassell 1978). Costs are determined as in the deterministic model, with one
difference. Instead of a fixed proportion of parasitized hosts not yielding an adult
parasitoid we assumed that each host attacked has a probability of dying before the
parasitoid completes development. The probability of a host attacked by a parasitoid in
strain j dying is:
(eq. 20) -j—
7+1
Each host is assigned a reproductive rate (r) and provided it is not successfully
parasitized it will produce that number of offspring. Costs are determined in the same
fashion as in the deterministic model. However, as fractions of individuals cannot be
produced if we were to assign a reproductive rate of 2.5, some individuals would produce
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only two offspring by chance while other would produce three. On average, however,
each individual will produce 2.5 offspring.

Mutation. Each offspring has a random chance of mutating in a step-wise manner
as in the deterministic model. The probability of mutation was set at 0.0001 for hosts and
0.001 for parasitoids. Setting different mutation rates was necessary as for this model
mutation is probabilistic, not deterministic. Therefore, population size plays a crucial role
in the number of mutants that may be produced on average. As hosts have higher
population numbers, setting the mutation rate to equal values for the host and parasitoid
results in the host out racing the parasitoid and driving the parasitoid to extinction.

Simulation Methods. This model was run following the same methods as in the
previous model with some minor modifications. Memory must be allocated within the
program to create each individual and each individual must be processed through all the
steps of the model. Therefore, there is an upper limit to the number of individuals that can
be created and an upper limit to the number of individuals that can be processed in a
feasible length of time. Therefore, we chose to use a carrying capacity of 100 to prevent
model run times from being excessive. Also, we used a slightly larger lattice of patches
(35 x 35) as the probability of extinction at the start of the model was higher than for the
deterministic model.
As the cost of carrying a resistance allele decreases as the carrying capacity is
approached (Fig. 4.1), we ran the deterministic model with a carrying capacity of
1,000,000 and 100 to determine the potential effects of the carrying capacity on the
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model. We then choose appropriate parameter combinations with which to compare the
two models to minimize the influence the effects that carrying capacity may have on the
results.

Results
Influence of r, a, and K on investment into resistance and virulence
If the carrying capacity is high (K= 1,000,000), increasing the reproductive rate
(r) of the host decreases investment into resistance (Fig. 4.2). This occurs because the
cost of a one-step increase in resistance increases with increasing the reproductive rate
(r). Alternatively, the area of discovery (a) appears to have little impact on investment
level (Fig. 4.2). Lowering the carrying capacity to one hundred does not influence the
level of investment into resistance and virulence when the reproductive rate of the host is
low (r = 2), but does influence the level of investment into resistance and virulence when
the reproductive rate of the host is high (r = 10), relative to when the carrying capacity is
set to 1,000,000 (Fig. 4.2). When the reproductive rate is high (r = 10) and the carrying
capacity is low (k = 100) populations remain just below the carrying capacity and
therefore the costs of resistance are minimized. Likewise, under those parameter
conditions patches contain a higher number of parasitoids resulting in greater selection.
As a carrying capacity must be included in the individual-based model we used a low
reproductive rate of the host (r = 2) to minimize the effect of including a carrying
capacity.
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Population Dynamics
We first report the population dynamic results prior to starting mutation and then
after mutation was begun. At the start of the model the lattice fills with organisms and
settles into an equilibrium level of host and parasitoid abundance (Fig. 4.3-4.5 A). After
about four hundred generations emergent spatial patterns begin to form as reported by
Hassell et al. (1991) in the deterministic model. The main two spatial patterns we
observed were spatial chaos and spirals (Fig. 4.6). The spatial patterns were similar for
the deterministic model regardless of which carrying capacity value was used. Likewise
the spatial patterns were similar for the individual-based model, however the spirals were
less distinct and the transient time was longer (Fig. 4.6). Spirals and spatial chaos form as
waves of hosts moving through space, followed by waves of parasitoid (Fig. 4.7 A-D,
Fig. 4.8 A-C).
After mutation was initiated, host abundance increased due to investment into
resistance and parasitoid abundance decreased in both models regardless of the dispersal
rate of the parasitoid and the host (Fig. 4.3-4.5 A). The spatial population dynamics also
changed as a result of including the coevolutionary interaction, although the influence of
including the coevolutionary interaction on the population dynamics depended on which
model was used (Fig. 4.9). As stated spirals and spatial chaos occur in the deterministic
model as waves of hosts and parasitoid moving through space (Fig. 4.7 A-D). However,
when the evolutionary interaction is included in the deterministic model, the host and
parasitoid became evenly distributed through space (Fig. 4.9). However, when the
reproductive rate was high (r = 10) and the carrying capacity was high (K = 1,000,000)
spirals were still observed (only when the movement rate of the host and parasitoid was
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high). This occurred, as the reproductive rate of host after costs to resistance were
included was sufficiently high as to produce a wave. Alternatively, when the reproductive
rate was low (r = 2) and the carrying capacity was low (K = 100), hosts were unable to
form waves due to the costs of resistance, and the inability of parasitoid to cause local
population crashes (Fig. 4.7 E-H). Likewise, spirals were no longer apparent in the
individual-based model and (Fig. 4.9) local population explosions and crashes were less
dramatic when mutation was activated (Fig. 4.8 D-F).

Gene Frequencies
When mutation was initiated hosts began to invest in resistance and parasitoids
invested into virulence tracking the host (4.10-4.12 A). In the deterministic model
investment into resistance usually began in one comer of lattice and quickly spread
across the lattice. Eventually an equilibrium level of mean resistance and virulence across
patches was reached. In the deterministic model, the mean investment into resistance
across patches was relatively uniform across patches, regardless of the movement
parameters (Fig. 4.13 A), while in the individual-based model the level of variation in the
distribution of resistance traits across patches depended upon the movement rate of the
host and parasitoid (4.13 B).
The differences in the level of variation in resistance across patches in the two
models is likely due to the manner in which extinction of parasitoids occurs in patches.
For instance, the number of parasitoids in patches was almost never zero in the
deterministic model and as a result fractions of parasitoids persisted in patches (Fig. 4.14
A). Half a parasitoid can parasitize approximately 5% of the host population if (a) is set
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to 0.10, thus allowing fractions of organisms to exist results in an even distribution of
parasitoid attack across space, thereby preventing the occurrence of periods of counter
selection in the absence of parasitoids. Alternatively, in the individual-based model after
the initiation of mutation the proportion of patches with no parasitoids increases (Fig.
4.14 B), resulting in counter selection to resistance and a greater spatial variation in
attack rate. Therefore, the extinction and recolonziation dynamics of the parasitoid is an
important component of this interaction. However, it appears that a high rate of
movement in the host homogenizes the population preventing structuring of the
resistance trait in space, despite periods of selection against resistance (Fig. 4.13 B).
Likewise, in both models the level of variation across patches in the mean
investment into virulence by parasitoids was greater than the variation in the level of
investment into resistance across patches by the host (Fig. 4.13). The variation in
parasitoid virulence is likely due to the underlying variation in resistance within a patch
(Fig. 4.15). If we examine the gene frequencies of each resistance level in the population
we see that hosts either invested heavily into resistance or not at all (Fig. 4.15 A & C).
This was most pronounced in the individual-based model when the movement rate of the
host and parasitoid was low. Alternatively, investment into virulence was somewhat
evenly distributed through all of the possible virulence levels (Fig. 4.15 B & D). As a
large proportion of hosts do not invest in resistance, parasitoids with low investments into
virulence can still attack a fraction of the host population. Therefore, the optimal level of
investment into virulence is likely to be finely tuned over time based upon the exact
distribution of the resistance trait in each patch.
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Discussion
We developed an individual-based and a deterministic model that followed the
joint population dynamics and gene frequencies of a host and parasitoid. The mean level
of investment into resistance and virulence across patches was similar in both models.
This is not surprising as the nature of the interaction in both models was the same and
dispersal was always local. However, there are a number of key results to highlight. The
distribution of traits in space in the individual-based model displayed a large level of
variation in investment among patches particularly when the movement rate of the host
and parasitoid was low (Fig. 4.13 B). This occurred because of a high extinction rate of
parasitoids in patches in the individual based model (Fig. 4.14 B), which resulted in
heterogeneity in attack rate across patches (i.e., space consisted of hot and cold spots).
Likewise, the low movement rate of the host resulted in a low level of population mixing
allowing subpopulations to diverge in their level of investment into resistance. In
contrast, the deterministic model displayed very little variation in investment across
patches (Fig. 4.13 A), because parasitoids often persisted in patches as fractions of
individuals (i.e. space consisted of only hot spots)(Fig. 4.14 A). Our simulations
incorporated many features of parasitoid host interactions and confirm that variable
selection among patches coupled with a cost to resistance and low levels of gene flow
will result in geographic differences in resistance and virulence levels.
Our model differs from previous spatial models examining the geographic
mosaic theory of coevolution for several reasons. First, most previous models considered
an interaction of matching genes, which results in frequency dependent selection (e.g.
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Gandon et al. 1996, Lively 1999). Therefore, the movement rates of the host and
parasitoid influences the evolution of resistance in matching allele models as it affects
local adaptation, while in our model (with graded resistance) patches containing
parasitoids always selects for higher levels of resistance and patches that do not contain
parasitoids always selects for lower levels of resistance. Likewise, most matching allele
models generally do not consider a cost to carrying an allele (e.g. Lively 1999).
Therefore, variation in attack rate is important in our system, while in matching allele
models it is not (Lively 1999).
Several authors emphasize the importance of spirals to evolution and population
dynamics (e.g. Boerlijst et al. 1993, Hassell et al. 1994, Rohani et al. 1997, Hassell 2000).
However, the inclusion of a resistant host class disrupted the formation of spatial
patterns, including spirals, under certain parameter conditions (Compare Fig. 4.6 and Fig.
4.9). This occurred because waves were unable to form due to the costs associated with
carrying resistance alleles and the inability of parasitoids to cause local extinction,
because of the presence of a few highly resistant hosts (Fig. 4.7 E-H). This suggests that
some caution needs to be taken when interpreting the robustness of spirals. While spirals
may be robust to stochasticity they may not be robust to increasing realism. For example,
Hochberg and Holt (1995) illustrate that often some hosts reside in a proportional refuge
and that for many parasitoid species parasitism rates are never high enough to cause local
extinction. There are several hypotheses for why this may occur that do not necessitate
the existence of resistance such as the host residing in a refuge or an imperfect leaving
rule, whereby parasitoids leave a patch prior to attacking all hosts, as they are unable to
discriminate between unparastitized hosts and those that have already been parasitized.
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Therefore, resistance does need not be the only mechanism that may prevent the
formation of a wave.
There are two factors that will influence the level of variation in resistance across
space. First, high rates of movement are likely to homogenize subpopulations preventing
populations from diverging in their level of investment into resistance. Second, extinction
of parasitoids in patches needs to be relatively common. This creates opportunities for
selection against resistance. As a result, the amount of variation in resistance in space is
going to be dependent upon these two factors.
Our intent was to make our model as simple as possible, although even in this
form it is complex. One of the best ways to interpret the results of a model is to examine
its assumptions. Our model only considers reciprocal selection in two organisms.
However, in real systems many forces may be acting upon these species at any time. For
example, a host may be attacked by more than one species of parasitoid, or the hosts may
need to detoxify secondary plant compounds. Therefore, parasitism by a single parasitoid
species relative to other sources of selection may play a minor role in their evolution.
The cost function and resistance determination rule will influence the level of
investment into resistance and virulence. Currently, the exact cost function to use is
unknown and ours is one of many that could be appropriate. We assumed that hosts that
invested more into resistance than parasitoids invested into virulence were absolutely
resistant. Previous model such as Sasaki and Godfray (1999) had a similar function, but
assumed that the probability of resistance increased with increasing magnitude in the
differences in investment level. The function used is likely to influence the results;
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therefore some caution needs to be taken when interpreting the level of investment into
resistance and virulence in our model and the models of others.
Next, we assumed that hosts have no other form of defense; alternatively
Hochberg (1997) compared the evolution of encapsulation versus resistance via a refuge.
The inclusion of space into such a concept would be interesting. For instance, if patches
consisted of different host plants for the host, some patches may be searched more
frequently than others by parasitoids (i.e. enemy-free space) and the evolution of
resistance and virulence would become dependent upon the number of the two types of
patches and their arrangement in space. Conceptually, this would be much like the refuge
concept in preventing the evolution of resistance to transgenic crops in pest insects,
whereby populations of susceptible insects are kept available to mate with resistant
individuals by planting areas in non-toxic plants (Peck et al. 1999).
We also assumed that all patches were equal. If we consider the lattice of patches
to be an agro-ecosystem, where a large area is planted in the same crop this assumption is
not unrealistic. However, for natural ecosystems this assumption will not hold. We also
assumed that movement occurs only among adjoining patches. Currently, very little
information exists on the movement of parasitoids among patches, while large amounts
of information are available on the movement of many herbivore species. Ultimately,
movement may be best described by a distribution that has most individuals moving short
distances and a few individual moving longer distances. Our movement parameters also
assumed that parasitoids moved at random with regards to host density. An assumption
made in many host-parasitoid models is that parasitoids preferentially move to patches
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were host density is high (Hassell 2000). Such an interaction may also influence the
coevolution.
Future developments on the coevolution of hosts and their parasitoids requires
developing more detailed information concerning the genetics of virulence and the costs
that may be associated with it. Likewise, a large-scale survey of the occurrence of
geographic variation in resistance to parasitoids in many species would be of great value
in establishing how common coevolution may be in host-parasitoid systems. To date
most information is provided from only two systems: 1) Drosophila and its parasitoids
(Kraaijeveld and Van Alphen 1995, Hughes and Sokolowski 1996, Kraaijeveld et al.
1998, Fellowes et al. 1999, Kraaijeveld and Godfray 1999), and 2) pea aphids and their
parasitoids (Henter and Via 1995, Hufbauer 2001).
The development of spatial models in ecology and evolution is likely to increase
in the future, as areas such as conservation biology, and landscape ecology develop. As a
result understanding how the properties of different models may influence simulation
results is valuable. Likewise it will be necessary to begin to merge empirical studies with
that of spatial models. Our model verifies that variation in selection among patches
coupled with local dispersal will result in geographic variation in resistance and virulence
traits. Currently, the studies of Harrison et al. (2000) are the only ones to directly link
spatial modeling to empirical studies and future work should follow their methodology.
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Table 4.1. Parameter values used in deterministic model. For the individual-based model
simulations were run using only the low values of a, r, and K.
Parameter
a (area of discovery)
r (host reproductive rate)
Uh (dispersal rate host)
Up (dispersal rate parasitoid)

High Value
0.20
10
0.80
0.80

Low Value
0.10
2
0.05
0.05

K (carrying capacity)
Mutation Rate

1000000
0.0001

100
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Fig. 4.1. The reproductive rate of different host strains (/) as population size increases.
If the carrying capacity (K) is set to infinity the reproductive rate of each strain remains
constant as the value on the x-axis. All values approach one, until the carrying capacity is
exceeded. For this example, r equals 2, and K equals 100.
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r= 2; a = 0.10; K =100

r = 2; a = 0.10 ;
K = 1,000,000

r = 2; a = 0.20;
K = 1,000,000

r = 10; a = 0.10;
K = 1,000,000

r= 10; a = 0.10; K = 100

■o

r = 2; a = 0.20; k = 100

r= 10; a = 0.20;
K = 1,000,000
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Fig. 4.2. Phase space diagrams showing the mean investment into resistance by hosts
against the mean investment into virulence by parasitoids across patches. Graphs are
displayed to show the influence of varying r, a, and K on mean investment, while
movement rate of hosts and parasitoids was kept constant at 0.05 in the deterministic
model. Two values of each parameter are shown. K was set to either 100 or 1,000,000, r
was set to 2 or 10, and a was set to 0.10 and 0.20.
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Fig. 4.3. Population dynamic results of the deterministic model when K = 1,000,000,
r = 2, a = 0.10, and the dispersal rate of the host and parasitoid is 0.05. A) Total
population size for the entire time period. B-D) Distribution of host abundance in the
lattice and E-G) distribution of parasitoid abundance in the lattice.
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Fig. 4.6. Spatial patterns of host abundance before mutation was initiated (-generation
490). The first column is the deterministic model with K set to 1,000,000. The second
column is the deterministic model with K set to 100. The third column is the individualbased model with K set to 100. In the first row dispersal of the host and parasitoid was set
to 0.05. In the second row the host dispersal rate was set to 0.05, and for the parasitoid it
was set to 0.80. In the third row the host dispersal rate was set to 0.80, and for the
parasitoid it was set to 0.05. In the fourth row the dispersal rate of both the host and
parasitoid was set to 0.80. The rest of the parameters are fixed for all runs with r = 2, and
a = 0.10. Dark colors represent low number of hosts and light colors represent high
numbers of host.
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Fig. 4.7. Comparison of the population dynamics in the deterministic model with and
without the inclusion of genetics. A-D) Represents generations 2410, 2412, 2414, and
2416 of the population dynamics model when all hosts and parasitoids carry a null allele.
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Fig. 4.9. Spatial patterns of host abundance after mutation was initiated (-generation
2400). The first column is the deterministic model with K set to 1,000,000. The second column is
the deterministic model with K set to 100. The third column is the individual-based model with K
set to 100. In the first row dispersal of the host and parasitoid was set to 0.05. In the second row
the host dispersal rate was set to 0.05, and for the parasitoid it was set to 0.80. In the third row the
host dispersal rate was set to 0.80, and for the parasitoid it was set to 0.05. In the fourth row the
dispersal rate of both the host and parasitoid was set to 0.80. The rest of the parameters are fixed
for all runs with r = 2, and a = 0.10. Dark colors represent low numbers of hosts and light colors
represent high numbers of hosts.
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Fig. 4.10. Gene frequency results of the deterministic model when K = 1,000,000, r = 2,a
= 0.10, and the dispersal rate of the host and parasitoid is 0.05. A) Mean investment into
virulence and resistance across patches for the entire time period. B-D) Distribution of
host resistance in the lattice and E-G) distribution of parasitoid virulence in the lattice.
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r = 2, a = 0.10, and the dispersal rate of the host and parasitoid is 0.05. A) Mean
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Distribution of host resistance in the lattice and E-G) distribution of parasitoid virulence
in the lattice.
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Fig. 4.13. Paired quadrat variances (PQV) for ten distances. The PQV is calculated using
equation 18 and is a measure of the level of variation among patches that are a fixed
distance apart. We averaged the PQV for each distance over generations 2500-3000. A)
The square root of PQV for the mean investment into resistance in the deterministic
model. B) The square root of PQV for the mean investment into resistance in the
individual-based model. C) The square root of PQV for the mean investment into
virulence in the deterministic model. D) The square root of PQV for the mean investment
into virulence in the individual-based model. H and P denote the value of the movement
parameter for the host and parasitoid. For all runs a = 0.10, r = 2, and K = 100.
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